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Introduction. Let n be a bounded smooth domain in Rn and consider a second 
order differential equation of the form 

(1) 

acting on 1RN-valued functions u = (u1 , ... , uN). (We use the summation conven
tion throughout, j and k running from 1 ton, and r and s running from 1 toN.) 
We assume that 

- N ajk E C00 (n X G, .C(IR )), 1 :::; j, k:::; n, 

where G is an open subset of RN and .C(IRN) is the space of all real N x N matrices. 
We assume also that 

and that f is 'affine in the gradient', that is, 

where fo : n X G __. RN and /j : n X G __. .C(IRN), 1 :::; j :::; n. 
Equation (1) has to be complemented by boundary conditions, which are typically 

'Dirichlet boundary conditions', 

u = 0 on an x (O,oo), 

or 'Neumann type boundary conditions', 

ajk(·,u)viaku=g(·,u) on anx(O,oo), 

where 1/ := (v1 ' ... 'vn) is the outer unit normal vector field on an and 
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(2) 

(3) 
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If we assume that G is star shaped with respect to 0 and g(·, 0) = 0 we can rewrite 
(3) in the form 

(4) 

where 

is given by 
1 

bo(·,e) :=- j thg(·,te)dt, e Ea. 
0 

Of course, there will also occur combinations of (2) and (3), namely Dirichlet bound
ary conditions for some components of u and Neumann type boundary conditions 
for the remaining components. Moreover this configuration may change from com
ponent to component of an. This can be expressed concisely by requiring that 

B(u)u:=o(ajk(·,u)viaku+bo(·,u)u)+(1-o)u=O on anx(O,oo), (5) 

where o := diag (61, ... , oN] with or E C(an, {0, 1}) for 1 $ r $ N. Thus, if we put 

we can write the systems (1), (5) in the concise form 

atu+A(u)u = f(·,u,au) on n X (O,oo), 

B(u)u = 0 on an X (0, oo). 
(6) 

In many concrete problems these equations are of a more special type. Namely 
they are in 'separated divergence form,' that is, 

where 

and 

is symmetric and uniformly positive definite. In this case the boundary operator 
B(u) has the form 

B(u)u = o(A(·, u)8v" u + bo(·, u)u) + (1- o)u, 

where av" is the conormal derivative with respect to the matrix o:. 
It is useful to consider a specific example. In certain population dynamical models 

there occur systems of the form 

atv- ~[(o:1 + f3nv + {312w)v]- div ('y1v grad~)= vh1(·, v, w), 

atw- ~[(o:2 + f321v + {322w)w]- div(12wgrad~) = wh2(·,v,w), 
(7) 
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where a 1, a 2, ,811 , ... , .822, "11, "12 E C 00 (fi, R+), a1 and a2 are everywhere strictly 
positive, ~ E C 00(fi, R), and hj E C 00 (fi x IR2 , R), j = 1, 2. In this connection 
nonnegative solutions (v ~ 0, w ~ 0) are of interest only (cf. [38, 31]). Setting 

J1 :=grad [(a1 + .Bnv + .B12w)v] + "flV grad~' 

h :=grad [(a2 + .B21v + .B22w)w] + "f2W grad~' 

the boundary conditions which are actually being considered in [38] are 

(J1j11) = 0, (hjv) = 0 On 80. X (0, oo). (8) 

This system can be written in the form ( 6) and is then of separated divergence form, 
where O:jk := 8jk (the Kronecker symbol), 

(9) 

bo(·, e) := diag [8val +8v.Bnet+8v.B12e+'Ylav~, 8va2+8v.B21et+8v.B22e+'Y2av~] 

fore := (et, e2 ) E R2 , where 8 := 1, and where f is 'affine in the gradient'. 
In order to obtain a powerful theory we shall have to impose an ellipticity con

dition upon 'the boundary value problems' (A(u), B(u)). To discuss this point we 
consider first a 'linear principal part system' (A1r, B1r), where 

A1ru := -8i(ajk8ku), B1ru := 8ajkviaku + (1- 8)u 

and ajk E C 00 (TI",C(IRN)), 1 :::; j,k :::; n. Then A1r is said to be very strongly 
uniformly elliptic if it satisfies the uniform Legendre condition, that is, if 

(10) 

It is called uniformly strongly elliptic if it satisfies the uniform Legendre-Hadamard 
condition, that is, if 

ajk(x)eekArAs > 0, x E fi, e E Rn\{0}, A E IRN\{0} . 

In the following A1r is said to be normally elliptic if 

u(ajk(x){j{k) C [Rez >OJ:= {z E C; Rez > 0}, x E 0, { E IRn\{0}, 

where u(·) denotes the spectrum. It is easily seen that the very strong uniform 
ellipticity implies the strong uniform ellipticity, and that the latter implies the 
normal ellipticity. If A1r is of separated divergence form, ajk = Aajk, then (10) 
takes the form 

Ar8 (x)ajk(x)(t(: > 0, 

which is only easy to check if O:jk = 8jk· In the latter case it is equivalent to the 
requirement that the symmetric part of A be uniformly positive definite, that is, to 

A(x) + AT(x) > 0, X En. 
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The latter condition is always equivalent to the uniform Legendre-Hadamard con
dition without any restriction upon o:. Finally, Arr is normally elliptic if and only 
if 

u(A(x)) c [Rez >OJ, X En' 
that is, if and only if all eigenvalues of A(x), X En, have positive real parts. 

The condition of normal ellipticity is in a certain sense optimal. In fact, if we 
denote by Ap the Lp-realization of the boundary value problem (A1r, B1r ), it follows 
from Theorem 2.4 below that the normal ellipticity of A1r is necessary for -Ap to 
generate an analytic semigroup on Lp := Lp(n, fRN), 1 < p < oo. Moreover, if A1r is 
of separated divergence form and {j equals either 0 or 1 on each component of an (for 
example) then the normal ellipticity of A1r is also sufficient. (A detailed discussion 
of 'normally elliptic boundary value problems' is given in Section 4 below.) It is 
well known that the fact that - Ap generates an analytic semigroup is intimately 
related to regularity properties of solutions to the linear system 

atU + A1ru = f in n X (0, oo), 

B1ru = 0 on an X (0, oo). 

Thus if we loose normal ellipticity we obtain some sort of 'degenerate problem'. 
The concept of normal ellipticity is also important from other points of view of 

applications as is seen by looking at the concrete example (7)-(8). If we put 

and 
Gne := {~ E IR2 ; u(A(x,~)) c [Rez > O],x ED} 

then it is easily verified that Gse ~ (fR+) 2 if either /3n = 0 and /312 =/:. 0, or /322 = 0 
and {321 =/:. 0, whereas Gne :> (fR+)2 without any restriction. Thus, if we were forced 
to impose the uniform strong ellipticity condition in our example (7) (8), it would 
not be possible to study solutions with arbitrary nonnegative initial values ( vo ?: 0, 
wo ?: 0), in general. 

In order to describe some of our main results now we assume that 

(i) (A(u), B(u)) is of separated divergence form, i.e., a1k(·, u) =A(·, u)o:jk; 

(ii) u(A(x,~)) c [Rez >OJ, (x,~) En X G; 

(iii) 8lf E {0, 1} for each component f of an. 
We fix any p E (n, oo) and put 

Moreover we define an open subset V of H~,B by putting 

V := { v E H~,B; v(D) c G} . 

Then we have the following 
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Theorem. Given any u0 E V, there exists a unique maximal solution 

u(·, uo) E C([O, t+(uo)), V) n C 00 (D X (0, t+(uo)), IRN) 

of 

8tu+A(u)u=f(·,u,8u) m nx(O,oo), 

B(u)u = 0 on an X (0, oo) ' 

u(·,O) = Uo on n' 
where 0 < t+(uo):::; oo. The map 

(t, uo) ~---+ u(t, uo) (11) 

defines a smooth local semiflow on V such that bounded orbits, which are bounded 
away from 8V, are relatively compact in V and bounded in H'£ fort> 0. 

Proof: This follows from Theorem 4.4, Propositions 7.1 and 7.2, Corollaries 7.4 
and 9.4, Theorem 10.5, and Remark 10.6 below. I 

It should be noted that the smoothness of the semiflow refers to the topology of 
V, of course, thus to the H~-topology. Moreover the Theorem implies that a given 
solution u( ·, u0 ) either stays bounded away from the boundary of V, in which case 
it exists for all time (i.e., t+(u0 ) = oo) and has a nonempty w-limit set, or converges 
to &V (in finite or infinite time). If G is maximal in the sense that ~ E G if and 
only if -8j(ajk(·, 08d is normally elliptic, then the convergence of u(·, uo) to av 
in finite time implies that the problem 'degenerates' at t = t+(u0 ). 

It should also be noted that the Theorem contains the strong assertion that a 
solution, which is bounded in H~, is already bounded in H'£ fortE [c:, oo), c: > 0, 
provided it does not reach &V. Moreover, it is a consequence of Corollary 9.4 
below that each weak solution in the H~-sense is already a smooth solution (in the 
C 00 (D x (0, t+), IRN) sense). In other words, if 'blow-up' does occur, it has to occur 
in the H~-topology (and not in a higher norm). In fact, in the forthcoming third 
paper of the present series it will be shown that 'blow-up' has to occur in a much 
weaker norm. In other words, it will be shown that the boundedness of u(·, u0 ) in 
much weaker norms (in L00-norms in some cases) implies already global existence 
of smooth solutions. 

The results derived below are much more general in many respects: 

• The regularity assumptions can be considerably weakened, and the coeffi
cients of (A(u), B(u)), as well as the nonlinearity J, can be nonlocal opera
tors. 

• The growth restrictions with respect to the gradient can be weakened to 
admit arbitrary polynomial growth (at the expense that one has to replace 
H~ by H~ for somes E (1, 1 + 1/p)). 

• (A(u),B(u)) can be a general normally elliptic system as introduced in Sec
tion 1 and discussed in detail in Section 4 below. 

• The smooth dependence of the solution on additional parameters, which may 
vary in an open subset of an arbitrary Banach space, is investigated. 
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• It is shown that the linearization of the semiflow is the unique solution of 
the (naturally) linearized system. 

• There are more general conditions than the one contained (implicitly) in the 
Theorem, guaranteeing that u(·, u0 ) is a global solution. 

• The assumption that g( ·, 0) = 0 can be dropped. 

• Corresponding results are true for the nonautonomous case. 

If we apply the above Theorem to the concrete Example (7) (8) with G := Gne. 
we see that there exists for each u0 := (v0 , w0 ) E V a unique smooth solution 
u := u(·, uo). Observe that we can rewrite (7) (8) in the form 

atur- ar(·,u)~ur +dj(·,u,au)ajur = urer(·,u,au,~u) m n X (O,oo), 

ar(·, u)a11 ur + br(·, U, a11 u)ur = 0 on an X (0, oo) 

for r = 1,2 (no summation over r), where ar,br,dj, and er are smooth functions 
of their arguments. This shows - by inserting the already found solution u in 
ar,br,dj,er- that each component ur(·,uo) of u(·,uo) is a smooth solution of a 
linear parabolic initial boundary value problem of the form 

atW- a(·, t)~W + dj(·, t)ajW = e(·, t)w in n X (0, t+) , 

a(·, t)011W + b(·, t)w = 0 on an X (0, t+) , (12) 

w(·, 0) = wo on n' 

where t+ := t+(uo) and a(x, t) ~ a > 0 on n X [0, t+). Now we can apply the 
maximum principle to (12) to deduce that u(t, u0 ) E P := {v E H~; v(O) C (R+) 2 } 

if u0 E P. (The fact that b(·, t) i. 0, in general, requires a modification of the 
maximum principle along the lines of [5, Section 6] by means of Theorem B.3 of 
the Appendix below.) This shows that P is positively invariant for the semiflow 
generated by (7) (8). Hence it follows that 

the reaction-diffusion system (7) (8) possesses for each nonnegative initial 
value u0 E P a unique maximal smooth solution u(·, uo), and u(·, uo) is 
always nonnegative, that is, u(t,u0 ) E P for 0:::; t < t+(uo). 

It is not difficult to see that P is bounded away from 8V. Hence the Theorem 
implies that u(·,uo) is a global solution of (7) (8) for uo E P, provided we can show 
that 

In this case t+(uo) = oo, 

sup Jlu(t, uo)lkv < oo . 
O<t<t+(uo) 

sup JJu(t, uo)ll2,p < oo, c: > 0 , 
e<t<oo 

and the orbit { u( t, u0 ) ; 0 ::=; t < oo} is relatively compact in H~, so that it has a 
nonempty w-limit set. 

So far the existence of positive solutions for the ecology problem (7) (8) is available 
in the literature under very restrictive additional hypotheses only. In all results 
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known to the author a 1,a2 ,(311 , ... ,f3zz are constants and 11 = 12 = 0. More 
precisely, Kim [25] proved the local existence of smooth positive solutions if n = 1 
and (311 = (322 = 0, and if hr is independent of x E IT and affine in ~ E IR 2 

(with negative partial derivatives). If, in addition, a 1 = a 2 , he obtained global 
existence. Deuring [17] established global existence of classical positive solutions 
under the same hypotheses as Kim, except that he did not require n = 1 or a1 = az. 
However he had to impose size restrictions upon the various coefficients, depending 
on the size of the initial values. Finally, Pozio and Tesei [34] prove an existence 
theorem for (7) under Dirichlet boundary conditions, assuming a 1 = a 2 = 1 and 
(321 = 0 (which reduces A to a triangular matrix). They allow nonlinear functions hr 
possessing a certain prescribed qualitative behaviour. Moreover, given an additional 
superlinearity condition for h1 , they obtain global solutions. 

This paper generalizes and extends considerably the results for general second 
order quasilinear parabolic systems in divergence form contained in [11]. In the 
latter paper we had not been able to prove that the solutions to problem (6) generate 
a semiflow on V, whereas we obtain now even smoothness results of this semiflow 
for much more general systems, as well as a lot of additional information. 

There are other approaches to quasilinear parabolic equations and systems, which 
are based on different techniques. In particular they use Sobolev spaces of higher 
order and Holder space theory and apply also to equations which are not in di
vergence form [1] (or are even 'fully nonlinear' as in [28] in the case of a single 
equation). The advantage of our theory lies in the fact that we can work in a rather 
weak and natural setting, namely in an open subset of the Banach space Hi,B for 
any p > n. This is of great importance for a qualitative study of the semiflow 
since it is much easier to study a semiflow on an open subset of a Banach space 
than on a Banach manifold. (Such a nonlinear structure comes in automatically 
through compatibility conditions involving nonlinear boundary conditions, which 
are necessary if one works in spaces with more regularity than Hi, say in H'£- or 
C 2+"-spaces.) Moreover, our Banach spaces are reflexive and much better suited 
than Holder spaces for general techniques of nonlinear functional analysis, which 
may be useful for further investigations of the structure of the semiflow generated by 
these problems. In addition, it is sometimes possible to find a priori bounds in some 
'weak norm' (say Lq-bounds) which may be useful to establish the global existence 
of a given solution. For this one has to be able to work in 'weak spaces' and to take 
advantage of the smoothing property of the 'parabolic' semiflow generated by (11). 
This question will be attacked in the forthcoming paper mentioned already above. 
For those investigations the present Hi-setting is a most important prerequisite. 

In this connection it should be mentioned that it is, in general, impossible to 
work in a (superficially more natural) Hi-setting, due to the well known fact that 
weak solutions (in the Hi-sense) of parabolic systems are not Holder continuous, in 
general (e.g. [22]). To avoid these difficulties we have chosen the (technically more 
complicated) Hi-setting for p > n, which builds in the Holder regularity from the 
very beginning. 

Finally it should be mentioned that the 'classical methods', which are based 
upon the 'test function technique' and which have been used in [23], do not seem 
to apply to the case of normally elliptic systems. In fact, they seem to be restricted 
to operators which are very strongly uniformly elliptic. 

This paper consists of three parts and an Appendix. In Part One we give a 
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thorough discussion of second order normally elliptic systems. In particular we 
topologize the set of all systems of this type under minimal regularity assumptions. 
In Part Two we introduce the extrapolation setting, which is the main technical 
device in our approach. Part Three contains the main results of this paper, namely 
the general existence, continuity and smoothness assertions indicated above. 

In Appendix A we give an extension of the main results of [13] to the case of 
abstract parabolic equations on all of R+. These results are needed to prove the 
boundedness of solutions in H'£, given their boundedness in H£. In Appendix B we 
prove a general 'extension theorem of boundary data' which is needed to deal with 
inhomogeneous boundary conditions, and which is of independent interest. 

The present paper depends, of course, on the first paper of this series [15], which 
contains the 'soft part', so to speak. It depends also crucially upon [13], since 
the latter paper provides the tools for the proof of the H'£-regularity of the H£
solutions, which are found by the extrapolation techniques. As mentioned already 
above, the more 'classical' test function techniques, which are usually employed to 
prove (partial) regularity results (e.g. [22]) do not apply to our situation in which 
we consider general normally elliptic systems. 

Finally it should be clear that the results of this paper can be extended to higher 
order systems which possess an appropriate divergence form structure. For simplic
ity - and for their importance in applications - we have restricted our consider
ations to second order systems. 

Part One: Linear reaction-diffusion systems. 

1. Second order normally elliptic boundary value problems. Throughout 
Part one of this paper we denote by n a bounded domain in IRn of class C 2 , that is, 
n is a compact n-dimensional C2-submanifold of Rn with boundary an. We write 
r for the set of components r of an, and T(an) denotes the tangent bundle of an. 

If E and Fare Banach spaces (over K := IR or C), we denote by .C(E,F) the 
Banach space of bounded linear operators from E to F, and Isom ( E, F) is the set of 
isomorphisms in .C(E, F). Moroever, .C(E) := .C(E, E) and Q.C(E) := Isom (E, E). 
The identity in the Banach algebra .C(E) is usually denoted by 1, and .C(KN) is 
always identified with KNxN, the space of (N x N)-matrices, by means of the 
canonical basis of K N. 

If A is a linear operator in a Banach space, with domain D(A), then O'(A) denotes 
the spectrum and p(A) the resolvent set (of its complexification if K = IR). More 
generally, if K = IR and complex quantities occur in a given formula, it is always 
understood that we refer to the corresponding complexifications. 

We denote by A := A(x, a) a linear second order differential operator acting on 
N-vector valued functions u : n ___. KN' that is, 

(1.1) 

where aj := a;axi and 

- N N ( ) ajkEC(fl,.C(K )), ai,a0 EL1 (f2,.C(K )), 15:_j,k5:_n. 1.2 

We write a,.. for the principal symbol of A, that is, 

. k 
a,..(x,~) := aik(x)e~ , 
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so that 

Then A is said to be normally elliptic if 

cr(a?r(x,~)) C [Rez > 0], (x,~) E 0 x (Rn\{0}). 

We fix a function 
(o1 , ... ,oN) E c(an,{o,1})N 

and denote the (constant) value of or on r by or(r). Moreover we put 

We assume that 
bo,bj,C E C(an,.C(KN)), 1 ~ j ~ n, 

and define a "boundary operator" B := B(x, a) by 

B := o(bj'Yaj + bof') + (1- o)q , 

21 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 

(1. 7) 

where 'Y denotes the trace operator: f'U := ulan. It should be observed that every 
system of N linear differential operators of order at most 1 on an can be written 
in the form ( 1. 7). 

We associate with B the 'principal boundary symbol' 

(1.8) 

defined by 
(1.9) 

Then B is said to satisfy the normal complementing condition with respect to A (of 
Lopatinskii-Shapiro type) if zero is, for each (x, ~) E T( an) and .X E [Re z ;::: OJ 
with (~,.X) =I= (0, 0), the only exponentially decaying solution of the boundary value 
problem on the half line: 

[.X+ a?r(x, ~ + v(x)iat)]u = 0, b?r(x, ~ + v(x)iat)u(O) = 0, t > 0. (1.10) 

Finally, (A, B) is [a] normally elliptic [boundary value problem] (on f.!) if A is 
normally elliptic and B satisfies the normal complementing condition with respect 
to A. 

The importance of the concept of normally elliptic boundary value problems 
follows from Theorem 2.4 below. In Section 4 we shall give a number of explicit 
conditions guaranteeing that (A, B) is normally elliptic. 

2. A priori estimates. It is the purpose of the following considerations to 
topologize the set of second order normally elliptic boundary value problems. It 
is clear that the latter set is decomposed in finitely many disjoint subsets, which 
are distinguished by the function o of (1.5). Hence it suffices to consider each one 
of these subclasses separately. Consequently we fix o throughout the rest of this 
paper. 
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We put 

and denote the general point of E(n) by 

e := ((ajk), (bb ... , bn), c) , 

where we order the n 2-tuple (ajk) lexicographically. Given e E E(f2), we put 

and 
t'(f2) := {e E E(f2); (A,.(e),B,.(e)) is normally elliptic}. 

Then we have the basic 

Theorem 2.1. t'(f2) is open in E(fl). 

Proof: Given e E E(n), we denote by a,.(e) and b,.(e) the (principal) symbol of 
A,.(e) and B,.(e), respectively. Moreover we write 'f/ := v'>. for A E [Rez ~OJ, using 
the principal value of the square root. Then e E t'(f2) if and only if zero is, for 
each (x,e) E T(8f2) and"' E S := [largzl::; ?r/4] u {0} with (e,,) ::j:. (0,0), the only 
exponentially decaying solution of 

["12 + a,.(e)(x,~ + v(x)iOt)]u = 0, b,.(e)(x,~ + v(x)i8t)u(O) = 0, t > 0. (2.1) 

Observe that 

and 

(~, 'TJ)- 8b,.(e)(x, ~) 

are positively homogeneous on Tx(ofl) x S of degree 2 and 1, respectively. Since 

a~+ v(x)iOt =a[~+ v(x)i8at], a > 0 , 

it follows that it suffices to consider (2.1) on 

E := {(x,~,'TJ) E an X Rn XC;(~,,) E E.,}' 

where 

Observe that E is compact. 
Put a(e)(a) := 'f/2 + a,.(e)(x, ~) for a E E and suppose that e0 E t'(n). Then (1.4) 

implies 
[a- a,.(eo)(a)] E C(E, Q.C(CN)) . 

Since Q.C(CN) is open in .C(CN) and E is compact, it follows that C(E, Q.C(CN)) is 
open in C(E, .C(CN)). Since 

[e- a,.( e)] E C(E(f2), C(E, .C(CN))) , 
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we can find a neighbourhood U of eo in E(rl) so that 

For each e E U we can rewrite the system (2.1) for a given a E :E in the equivalent 
form 

where D := -i8t, 

D 2u- A1 (e, a)Du- Ao(e, a)u = 0, t > 0, 

B 1 (e,a)Du(O) + Bo(e,a)u(O) = 0, 
(2.2) 

[e ~--; A1(e, ·)] E C(U, C(:E, .C(eN))), and [e ~--; B1(e, ·)] E C(U, C(:E, .C(eN))) 

for j = 0, 1. By the standard reduction of a second order ordinary differential 
equation to a first order system we see that the first equation in (2.2) is equivalent 
to the first order equation 

V = iA(e,a)v in Y :=eN X eN (2.3) 

by means of the identification v := (u,Du), where A(e,a) has the block matrix 
representation in .C(eN X eN) 

Thus 
[e ~--; A(e, ·)] E C(U, C(:E, .C(Y))) . (2.4) 

By expanding the above matrix with respect to the last N rows it can be shown 
that 

det(z- A) = det(z2 - A1z- A0 ) 

for z E e (cf. [24, Lemma 2.1] where a much more general case is treated). Since 
the right hand side equals 

[det a,.(e,a)t 1 det(..\ + a,.(x,~- v(x)z)), 

we see that 
z E a(A(e,a))-¢:::::::} -..\ E a(a,.(x,~ -v(x)z)). 

Thus we deduce from (1.4) that 

R C p(A(e, a)), (e, a) E U x I; . (2.5) 

Let x E EJrl and e E U be fixed and denote by m± ( ~, 'f/) the number of roots of 
the polynomial 

z ~--; det(..\ + a,.(x, ~- v(x)z)) (2.6) 

in [±Imz > 0]. Observe that (2.5) implies m+(~,ry) +m-(~,ry) = 2N. Since :Ex is 
connected, we deduce by Rouche's theorem that m±(~,ry) = m±(0,1). Since z is a 
root of (2.6) for (~, ry) = (0, 1) if and only if 

-1 E a(a,.(x, v(x)z)) = a(a,.(x, v(x)( -z))) , 
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we see that m+(O, 1) = m_(O, 1). Hence m+(~, 77) = N. 
It follows from (2.5) that (2.3) generates a hyperbolic linear flow on Y: 

eiA(e,u)ty, t E IR, y E y . (2.7) 

Hence Y decomposes into the direct sum Y = Y8 (e,u) EB Yu(e,u), where Y8 (e,u) is 
the stable and Yu(e,u) the unstable subspace of (2.7). Moreover the above consid
erations show that dim Y8 (e, u) = N (cf. [6, Section 13]). 

Let "'( denote a positively oriented closed smooth Jordan curve in [Im z > 0], 
containing u(A( e, u)) n [Im z > OJ in its interior. Then 

P(e,u) := ~1(z-A(e,u))- 1 dz 
271'2 'Y 

(2.8) 

is the projection onto Y8 (e,u), parallel to Yu(e,u). Since ~ is compact and the 
spectrum is upper semicontinuous, it follows from (2.4) that we can assume (by 
making U smaller, if necessary) that (2.8) is true for all (e, u) E U x ~. where"'( is 
fixed. Then we deduce from (2.4), the continuity of the inversion map, and (2.8) 
that 

[e ~ P( e, · )] E C(U, C(~, .C(Y))) . 

Define 
[e ~ B(e, ·)] E C(U, C(~, .C(Y, eN))) (2.9) 

by 

Then it follows from the above considerations that u is an exponentially decaying 
solution of (2.1) if and only if U = prl v, where prl : eN X eN -+ eN is the natural 
projection onto the first factor, and 

v(t) = eiA(e,u)ty, y E Y8 (e,u), IB(e,u)y = 0. 

Thus zero is the only exponentially decaying solution of (2.1) iff IB(e,u)IYs(e,u) is 
injective. Since dimY8 (e,u) = N, the latter is the case iff B(e,u)IYs(e,u) is an 
isomorphism from Ys(e,u) onto eN, which is, in turn, equivalent to 

BP(e,u) := IB(e,u)P(e,u) E S.C(Y,eN), 

where S.C(Y, eN) is the set of all surjections in .C(Y, eN). 
Observe that 

[e ~ IBP(e, ·)] E C(U, C(~, .C(Y, eN))) 

by (2.8) and (2.9), and that 

(2.10) 

since e0 E £(0). It follows from (2.10) that IBP(e0 , ~) is a compact subset of 
the open subset S.C(Y, eN) of .C(Y, eN). Hence we deduce from (2.10) that we can 
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assume~ by making U again smaller, if necessary~ that IEJP(Ux~) C S.C(Y,CN), 
which means that U C t'(fl). This proves the theorem. I 

Given p E (1, oo), we fix p E IR so that 

A { pVp' 
p= 

>n 

if pV p' > n, 

otherwise 

where p' := pf(p- 1). We write H; and n;,p, s E R, for the standard Bessel 
potential and Besov spaces, respectively (e.g. [43]). Recall that H~ = Lp and 
that H; coincides, except for equivalent norms, with the usual Sobolev spaces w;, 
provided sEN. 

We put 

Ep(fl) := C(IT, X)n2 x Lp(f2, X)n x Lp(f2, X) x B~~l/fi(of2, X)n 

x n~-Yfi(an, x) x n~-Yfi(an, x), 
p~ p~ 

where X:= .C(I<N) and denote the general point of Ep(fl) by 

Since p > n, Sobolev's theorem implies the continuity of the linear projection 

Hence it follows from Theorem 2.1 that 

Throughout the remainder of this paper 

H; := (H;(n, KN), II · lls,p), s E R, 1 < p < oo , 

and II · liP := II · llo,p· Moreover, 

N 

an; := II II n;-:;/r(r)-lfp(r, K) . 
I'EI'r=l 

We define a linear map 

by putting 

and 
Bp(!:) := 6(bno3 + bo'Y) + (1- 6)q . 

Observe that (Ap(e),Bp(e)) is normally elliptic if and only if e E t'p(fl). 
~ ~ ~ 
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Lemma 2.2. (Ap(·), Bp(-)) is continuous. 

Proof: This is an easy consequence of Sobolev's imbedding theorem and Holder's 
inequality. I 

Given w > 0 and {} E [0, 1r /2], we put 

S(fJ,w) := [largzl::; {} + tr/2] n [lzl ~ w]. 

Moreover 
{3(>., q) := diag[1 + i>..l(2- 6r - 1/q)/2h~r~N E .C(CN) 

for >. E C and 1 < q < oo. Using these notations we can formulate the following 
fundamental 

Theorem 2.3. Let B be a bounded subset of t'p(n) so that tr(B) is relatively 
compact in t'(n). Then there exist a neighbourhood U of B in Ep(n), a number 
{} E (0, 1r /2), and positive constants "' and w so that 

(i) (>.. + Aq(~), Bq(~)) E Isom (H~, Lq x 8B~), 

II (A+.Aq ( e ))ullq +II/3(A,q)Bq ( e )ull882 

(ii) "'-1 :5 -IAIIIullq+llulb.q - q :5 "'fore E U,>. E S(fJ,w),q E {p,p'}, 
and u E H~\{0}. 

Proof: In principle the assertion could be obtained from the Lq-estimates for gen
eral elliptic systems of Agmon-Douglis- Nirenberg [4], by studying carefully the 
minimal regularity assumptions, which are needed, by additional considerations, 
which are based on 'Agmon's trick' [3], to yield the >.-dependence, and by further 
considerations guaranteeing the surjectivity of the map under discussion ( cf. the 
investigations in [7, Section 12] and [8, Section 6] and also [20, 21]). A much more 
transparent proof- which applies also to other situations - can be based upon the 
Mikhlin multiplier theorem, semigroup theory, and the use of parameter-dependent 
norms and will be given elsewhere. 1 

Given ~ E Ep(n), we put 

H;,B :=kerB= {u E H:; Bu = 0}, q E {p,p'}. 

Then we define an unbounded linear operator Aq := Aq(~) in Lq by 

the Lq -realization of (Aq, Bq)· Observe that Aq is densely defined since 1J .-
1J(n, eN) c D(Aq), and 1J, the space of eN -valued test functions inn, is dense in 
Lq. It follows from Theorem 2.3 that there exist {} E (0, 1r /2) and positive constants 
"' and w so that 

p(-Aq) :::> S(fJ,w) (2.11) 

and 

_ 1 < II(>.+ Aq)ullq < S(fJ ) H2 \{ } { '} 
"- - 1>-lllullq + llull2,q - "'' A E ,w' u E q,B O ' q E p,p ' (2.12) 
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provided (Ap, Bp) is normally elliptic. Observe that (2.12) implies also that Aq is a 
closed linear operator. 

Let X be a Banach space. Then we write A E 'H.(X) if -A is the infinitesimal 
generator of a strongly continuous analytic semigroup {e-tA; t 2: 0} on X, that 
is, in .C(X). Recall that A E 'H.(X) if and only if A is closed, densely defined, and 
there exist{) E (O,K/2) and positive constants M and w so that S(1'J,w) C p(-A) 
and 

II(A + A)- 1 11:::; M/(1 + IAI), A E S(1'J,w). (2.13) 

Using these facts we can now prove 

Theorem 2.4. If (Ap, Bp) is normally elliptic then Aq E 'H.(Lq), q E {p,p'}. Con
versely, if Ap E 'H.(Lp) then Ap is normally elliptic. 

Proof: The first part follows directly from Theorem 2.3 and the above remarks, 
since (2.12) implies (2.13). 

Suppose now that A := Ap E 'H.(Lp)· Then there exist 1'J E (0, 1r /2) and positive 
constants M and w so that S(1'J,w) C p(-A) and 

IAIIIuiiP :S MII(A + A)uiiP, u E H;,8 , A E S(1'J, w) . (2.14) 

This implies that w +A E Isom ( H;,l3, Lp). Hence, denoting by o: positive constants, 
which may be different from formula to formula, but are always independent of the 
independent variables occuring at a given place, it follows that 

llull2,p :S o:ll(w + A)uiiP = o:ll(w + A)(A + A)- 1 (A + A)uiiP 

:::; o:II(A + A)uiiP, A E S(1'J,w), u E H;,13 , 

since (w + A)(A + A)- 1 = (w- A)(A + A)- 1 + 1 and (2.14) imply 

ll(w + A)(A + A)- 1 II.C(Lvl :So:, A E S(1'J,w). 

Hence we obtain from (2.14) and (2.15) that 

(2.15) 

IAIIIuiiP + llull2,p :S o:II(A + A)uiiP, A E S(1'J,w), u E H;,B. (2.16) 

Given Xo E n, we put A' := A- A11' (xo, 8). By using the continuity of the top 
order coefficients of A' and imbedding and interpolation inequalities for the lower 
order terms we find, for each c > 0, a constant c(c) and a neighbourhood Uxo of x 0 

inn so that 
IIA'ullp:::; cllull2,p + c(c)llullp, u E D(Uxo> eN). (2.17) 

Hence we deduce from (2.16) and (2.17) an estimate of the form 

for A E S('I'J,w) and u E D(Uxo nn,CN). 
Suppose that A is not normally elliptic. Then there exist x 0 E IT, Ao E [Re z 2: 

OJ,~o E IRn\{0}, and 77 E CN\{0} so that 

(Ao + a1l'(xo, ~o))ry = 0 (2.19) 
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Choose any nonzero cp E 'D(U n 0, IR+), where U := Uxo, and put 

Then 
A,. (xo, 8)ur = T 2a,.(xo, ~o)ur + 0( T-1) , 

llurllp = O(T-2 ) , 

and there exists a constant 'Y > 0 so that 

for T ___, oo. If >.o = 0 we deduce from (2.18)-(2.23) that 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

which is impossible. If >.0 =f; 0 we obtain from (2.18)-(2.23) again the contradictory 
statement (2.24), since we can now use (2.18) with>.:= T 2 >.0 , provided T 2 > w/l>.ol· 
This shows that A has to be normally elliptic. I 

3. Linear reaction-diffusion systems. We shall now impose slightly stronger 
regularity conditions on the coefficients of (A, B), as well as an additional structural 
assumption. For this we introduce the Banach space 

where X := .C(KN). We denote the general point of Sp(S1) by 

a:= ((ajk), (a1, ... an), ao, bo) 

and define a map 

by setting 

where 
ak := Uk - 8jUjk, bk := Ujk/Jj, k = 1, · · · , n . 

It is an easy consequence of Sobolev's imbedding theorem and the trace theorem 
that 

(3.1) 

Hence 
(3.2) 

Observe that (Ap(sp(a)), Bp(sp(a))) is normally elliptic if and only if a E Sp(O). 
By abuse of notation we put 

A:= A(a) := Ap(sp(a)) = -8j(ajk8d + ajaj + ao , 

B := B(a) := Bp(sp(a)) = 8(ajkVj"fak + bo'Y) + (1- 8)'Y 
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for CJ E Sp(!l) and call (A(CJ), B(CJ)) a linear reaction-diffusion system (in Lp). 
We denote by aT the transposed of a E .C(CN). Then we define a map 

by 

where 

aH ·- aT a" ·- !) aT aT a" ·- aT !) aT bH ·- aT vk b0H ·.= a1Tvj + bT0 . jk .- kj ' j .- -uk jk - j ' 0 .- 0 - Uj j ' j .- kj ' 

It is not difficult to verify that 

(3.3) 

We put 

A":= A"(CJ) := Ap(s!(CJ)) = -aj(a~kak') + a~aj +a~ 

BH := BH(CJ) := Bp(s!(CJ)) = 6(a~kvjrBk + bb) + (1- 6)r 

and call (A" ( CJ), BH ( CJ)) the formal adjoint of the linear reaction-diffusion system 
(A(CJ), B(CJ)) if (J E Sp(!l). 

The following lemma shows that the formal adjoint of a linear reaction-diffusion 
system is normally elliptic. 

Lemma 3.1. s~(Sp(!l)) c t'p(!l). 

Proof: We introduce two further boundary operators 

and 
cH := (6- l)(a~kVj/Ok + bb) + 61. 

Then it is easily verified that the following Green's formula 

{v,Au) + (C"v,Bu)a = (A"v,u) + (B"v,Cu)a 

is valid for (v, u) E H'f,, x Hi,, where 

and 

(v, u) := j (v(x), u(x)) dx, (v, u) E Lp' x LP 

n 

(v,u)a := j(v(x),u(x))dCJ, (v,u) E Lp'(an,cN) x Lp(an,cN), 

an 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 
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Given a E £p(n), it is obvious that AU(a) is normally elliptic. The fact that 
BU (a) satisfies the normal complementing condition with respect to AU (a) follows 
from Green's formula, similarly as in the proof of [20, Teorema 3.1] (cf. also [46, 
Satz 14.5]). I 

Finally we put 
1rp := 1r o Sp E .C(Sp(n), E(n)) , 

so that 

for 

Observe that 
sp(n) = 1r;1(£(n)) . 

In addition we have the following 

Lemma 3.2. 1rp is a compact linear map. 

(3.6) 

Proof: This follows from the compactness of the inclusion map HJ(n, X) ~C(fi, 
1 1/" X) and Bfi~ P(an, X) ~C(an, X), respectively. 1 

Corollary 3.3. Let B be a bounded subset of Sp(n). Then 1rp(B) is relatively 
compact in £(n) if and only if 1rp(B) is bounded away from aE(n). 

4. Examples. It is the purpose of this section to investigate the assumption 
that (A, B) be normally elliptic. For this we assume that (A, B) is given by (1.1), 
(1.2) and by (1.5)- (1.7). 

Since the hypothesis that A be normally elliptic is a rather easy one, it remains 
to find easy conditions guaranteeing that B satisfies the normal complementing 
condition with respect to A. This will not be possible, in general, without further 
restrictions on A since there exists a normally elliptic operator A so that the Dirich
let boundary operator does not satisfy the normal complementing condition with 
respect to A ( cf. [26, p. 625]). 

Given a continuous vector field f3 E C(an,IRn) on an, we denote by 8f3 the 
directional derivative on an, that is, 

Of course, f3 is 'outward pointing and nowhere tangent' if (f3(x)lv(x)) > 0 for all 
X E an, where (. I·) is the euclidean inner product in IRn. 

Proposition 4.1. Suppose that 

a(a1r(x,~)) c [Rez >OJ, (x,~) E T(8D), ~ ¥= 0, 

and that the Dirichlet operator, Bv := /, satisfies the normal complementing con
dition with respect to A. Let f3 be a continuous, outward pointing, nowhere tangent 
vector field on an and suppose that 

B = 8(b8f3 + bor) + (1- 8)cr 
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with b,c E C(8D.,Q.C(CN)). Finally suppose that 8lr E {0,1} for every r E r. 
Then B satisfies the normal complementing condition with respect to A. 

Proof: Fix r E r. Since condition (1.10) is purely local, we can assume without 
loss of generality that r = an. 

If 8 = 0, then we can assume - by multiplying from the left by c 1 - that 
B = Bv so that the assertion is true by assumption. If 8 = 1, then- by multiplying 
from the left by b- 1 and by observing that condition (1.10) involves the principal 
boundary symbol only- we can assume that B = 8{3. Hence it suffices to consider 
the latter case. 

We fix (x,O E T(8D.) and>. E [Rez 2': OJ with(~,>.) =1- (0,0) arbitrarily and omit 
these quantities from the notation (whenever possible). The proof of Theorem 2.1 
shows that the polynomial 

z ~--+ det(>. + a'll"(x, ~- v(x)z)) 

possesses precisely N roots z1 , •.. , ZN (counted according to their multiplicities) in 
[Im z > 0]. Put 

N 

p(x) := ITcz- zr), z E C. 
r=1 

Moreover, given c E Q.C(CN), we denote by cad the 'algebraic adjoint' of c, that is, 
cad is the transposed of the matrix of cofactors of c, so that cad= (det c)c-1 . (Of 
course, cad:= 1 if N = 1.) 

We define Q := [Qo, Q1, ... , QN-1] E .C(CN2
, CN) by 

N-1 
b'll"(x, ~- v(x)z)(>. + a'll"(x, ~- v(x)z))ad = P(z)p(z) + L Qizi , z E C , (4.1) 

j=O 

where P is a suitable polynomial with coefficients in .C(CN). Then it can be shown 
along the lines of the proof of [4, Part II, Theorem 3.2], for example, that (1.10) is 
equivalent to 

(4.2) 

(for every possible value of (x, ~, >.), of course). 
Suppose that ( 4.2) is not true. Then there exists ( E CN\ {0} so that ( j_ im Q. 

Hence it follows from (4.1) that 

Observe that 

b'll"(x,~- v(x)z) = [(/31~)- (f3!v)z]1 E .C(CN), z E C. 

Consequently (4.3) takes the form 
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Since p has no real roots, we see that (each element of the matrix) P(z) has to be 
divisible by (,BI~) - (,Biv)z. Hence there exists a polynomial P with coefficients in 
.C(CN) so that 

( 4.5) 

This shows that the rows of the matrix 

(>. + a,..(x,~- v(x)z))ad, 

considered as polynomials in z, are linearly dependent modulo the polynomial p. By 
invoking again [4, Part II, Theorem 3.2] we deduce that the Dirichlet operator (for 
which b,..(x,~- v(x)z) = 1 E .C(CN)) does not satisfy the normal complementing 
condition with respect to A, which contradicts our hypothesis. This proves the 
assertion. I 

Recall that (1.1) is strongly uniformly elliptic if it satisfies the uniform Legendre
Hadamard condition, that is, 

Theorem 4.2. Suppose that A is strongly uniformly elliptic and that ,8 is an 
outward pointing, nowhere vanishing, continuous vector field on an. Moreover 
suppose that 8lr E {0, 1} for every r E rand 

B = 8(b813 + bo')') + (1- 8)q 

with b, c E C(an, Q.C(CN)). Then (A, B) is normally elliptic. 

Proof: It is obvious that (4.6) implies that A is normally elliptic. Moreover it 
follows from [8, Lemma 6.3] that the Dirichlet boundary operator Bv satisfies the 
normal complementing condition with respect to A. Hence the assertion is a con
sequence of Proposition 4.1. I 

It should be remarked that the proof of Proposition 4.1 is simply an amplification 
of [8, Lemma 6.3]. 

If we restrict the class of differential operators on n further we can admit more 
general boundary operators. For this we recall that A is very strongly uniformly 
elliptic if it satisfies the uniform Legendre condition, that is, if 

Reajk(x)(t(: > 0, x E 0, ( E cnN\{0} . (4.7) 

It is obvious that 
(4.7) ==> (4.6) ==> (1.4) . 

Moreover, the converse implications hold if and only if N = 1. 
Observe that the following result imposes no restriction upon 8. 
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Proposition 4.3. Suppose that A is very strongly uniformly elliptic and 

Then (A, B) is normally elliptic. 

Proof: This follows by modifying the proof of Lemma 6.5 in [8] ( cf. [35, Appendix]), 
which is not conclusive, since it is based upon the false identiy (13) in Lemma 6.4 

of [8]. I 

We consider now the important special case of separated divergence-form systems, 
that is, we assume that 

where 
A E H)(n,.C(KN)), a:= [ajk] E HJ(n,.C(Rn)), 

and a is symmetric and uniformly positive definite. 

Moreover, we denote by 

the outer conormal with respect to a, and assume that 

Then we have the following 

Theorem 4.4. Let conditions ( 4.8) - ( 4.10) be satisfied and suppose that 

a(A(x)) c [Rez > 0], X En. 
Then (A, B) is normally elliptic, provided 

(1- 8(x))A(x)8(x) = 0, x E an. 

( 4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.11) 

( 4.12) 

Proof: It is obvious that (4.8)- (4.11) imply that A is normally elliptic. We fix 
X E an, omit it from the notation whenever possible, and put 

Then, letting D := -iat and B := Bn, the boundary value problem (1.10) takes the 
form 

[.X+ An(~- vD)]u = 0, t > 0, u(O) = 0 , ( 4.13) 

where~ E T,(an) and .X E [Re z ~OJ with(~, .X) =fi (0, 0). There exists S E Q.C(CN) 
so that A = s-1JS, where J is the Jordan normal form of A. Hence, letting 
v := Su, we see that ( 4.13) is equivalent to 

[.X+ Ja(~- vD)]v = 0, t > 0, v(O) = 0 , 
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and v is exponentially decaying if and only if u has this property. Since J induces 
a direct sum decomposition of eN, according to the individual Jordan blocks, it 
suffices obviously to consider a single Jordan block. Hence it is enough to consider 
a system of the form 

[>. + J.U:X(~- vD)]vj + o:(~- vD)vj+l = 0, j = 1, ... , m- 1 , 

[>. + J..Lo:(~- vD)]vm = 0 
( 4.14) 

for t > 0, where 1 :=:; m :=:; N and p, E [Re z > 0] is an eigenvalue of A, together with 
the initial conditions 

v1(0) = ... = Vm(O) = 0 . (4.15) 

The characteristic polynomial of the last second order ordinary differential equation 
in ( 4.15) is apparently equivalent to the polynomial 

z ~---+ o:(~- vz) + >.f 11- • (4.16) 

It is easily verified that >.fp, E e\(-oo,O). Using this fact, together with a(~-
11 z) > 0 for z E R\ { 0}, it follows that ( 4.16) has no real roots for ~ E IRn and 
>. E [Re z ~ 0] with (~, >.) =1- (0, 0). Hence we deduce from Rouche's theorem that 
the number of roots of (4.16) in [±Imz >OJ is independent of(~,>.), hence equal 
to the corresponding number of the pair (0, 1), that is, of the polynomial 

( 4.17) 

Since o:(v) > 0 and argp, E (-7r/2,7r/2), it is easily seen that (4.17) possesses 
precisely one root in [Im z > 0]. Hence ( 4.16) has precisely one root in [Im z > 0]. 
This implies that the last differential equation in (4.14) has precisely one linearly 
independent exponentially decaying solution of the form 

for some c: > 0. Consequently Vm = 0, thanks to (4.15). Now it follows from (4.14) 
and (4.15) that 

[>. + p,o:(~- vD)]vm-1 = 0, t > 0, Vm-1(0) = 0, 

which implies - by what has just been shown - that Vm- 1 = 0. By induction 
we see finally that v1 = ... = Vm = 0. This proves that the Dirichlet boundary 
operator satisfies the normal complementing condition with respect to A. 

Observe that c5(x) is an orthogonal projection in .C(eN). Hence eN = V EB W 
with V := 8(x)CN and W := (1 - 8(x))CN. With respect to this direct sum 
decomposition A(x) has, thanks to (4.12), the matrix representation 

A(x) =[Au A12] . 
0 Azz 

(4.18) 

Thus the boundary value problem (1.10) decomposes into the system 

[>. + Auo:(~- vD)]v + A12o:(~- vD)w = 0, [>. + A22o:(~- vD)]w = 0 (4.19) 
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fort> 0 and 

A11 ;3(~- vD)v(O) + A12i3(~- vD)w(O) = 0, w(O) = 0, ( 4.20) 

where ;3(~- vD) := (vaiO- (valv)D. 
It follows from ( 4.18) that 

(4.21) 

Hence we can apply the first part of the proof (replacing eN by V) to the second 
equations of (4.19) and (4.20), respectively, to deduce that w = 0. Thus we are left 
with the boundary value problem 

[>. + A11a(~- vD)]v = 0, t > 0, ;3(~- vD)v(O) = 0. ( 4.22) 

Since we can assume for this part of the proof without loss of generality that r = an, 
we deduce from (4.21), (4.11), the first part of the proof, and Proposition 4.1 that 
v = 0, since the boundary condition in ( 4.22) corresponds to the boundary operator 
B :=a,_,"' (with eN replaced by v, of course). This proves the theorem. I 

Examples 4.5. (a) Suppose that N = 2 and ( 4.8)- ( 4.10) are satisfied with IK = IR. 
Then condition ( 4.11) is fulfilled if and only if 

detA(x) > 0 and trA(x) > 0, X En 0 

This follows immediately from the fact that the determinant is the product and the 
trace is the sum of the eigenvalues and that complex eigenvalues occur in conjugate 
complex pairs. 

(b) Condition (4.12) is automatically satisfied if either 81f E {0, 1} for each 
r E r or A(x) is a diagonal matrix for each x E an. In general, condition (4.12) 
is satisfied if and only if there exist for each r E r permutations of the rows and 
of the columns of A(x),x E r, so that, after applying these permutations, A(x) has 
the block triangular representation 

and 

for X E r, where Nl + N2 = N. 

(c) Suppose that a = 1, that is, ajk = Djk, the Kronecker symbol. Then A is 
very strongly uniformly elliptic if and only if the symmetric part (A(x) + AT(x ))/2 
of A(x) is positive definite for each X E n. Hence the normal ellipticity of (A, B) 
follows in this case from Proposition 4.3 without any restriction upon 6. 1 

We close this section with a simple generalization of the above results. 
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Theorem 4.6. Let conditions (4.8)- (4.10) be satisfied and suppose that A has 
block triangular structure, that is, 

A= [Ahi] 1~h,i~m E HJ(n, C(KN1 x ... x KNm )) 

with Ahi = 0 for h > i. Moreover suppose that each one of the boundary value 
problems 

(Ai, Bi) := ( -83(Aiia3k8k"), 8iAii8v"' + (1- 8i)r), 1 S i S m , 

(no summation with respect to i), where 8 = diag[81 , ... ,om] corresponding to the 
decomposition K N = K N 1 x ... x K Nm, is normally elliptic. Then (A, B) is normally 
elliptic. 

Proof: It suffices to observe that A is obviously normally elliptic, that (1.10) has 
now also block triangular structure, and that this system can be solved 'from the 
bottom,' yielding only zero as exponentially decaying solution, thanks to the normal 
ellipticity of the 'diagonal blocks.' I 

Remark 4. 7 Suppose that (A, B) is a separated divergence form system so that 
a3, a0 E Lp(n, C(KN)) and b0 E B~~l/ft(an, C(KN)). Then condition (4.11) is 
necessary for A E 1i(Lp), where A is the Lp-realization of (A, B). 

This is a consequence of Theorem 2.4 and the obvious fact that A is normally 
elliptic if and only if ( 4.11) is satisfied. 

Part Two: Technical preliminaries. 

5. The extrapolation setting. For simplicity we assume from now on that 

n is of class coo . 
Given a E Sp(D.), we define closed linear subspaces H;,B(u) of H; for s E (0, 2]\(N+ 
1/p) by 

{ 

{u E H;; B(a)u = 0}, 

H;,B(u) := {u E H;; (1- 8)ru = 0}, 

H;, 

1 + 1/p < s s 2' 

1/p < s < 1 + 1/p ' 

0 s s < 1/p. 

A similar definition holds for H;',BI(u)' s E [0, 2]\(N + 1/p'). Then we define H;,B(u) 
for s E [-2,0)\(l + 1/p) by 

(5.1) 

with respect to the duality pairing induced by (3.5). Observe that H;,B(u) is inde
pendent of a E Sp(f!) for s E ( -2 + 1/p, 1 + 1/p)\(l + 1/p). Hence we put 

H;,B := H;,B(u)• s E (-2 + 1/p, 1 + 1/p)\(l + 1/p). (5.2) 

In the following we denote by[·, ·]o, 0 < (} < 1, the standard complex interpolation 
functor (cf. (43, 16]), and we write E,;,_F if E and F are Banach spaces differing 
by equivalent norms only. (If K = IR we have to complexify the spaces to use [·, ·]o. 
Then we get back to the real situation by setting [E, F]o := (Ec, Fc]o n (E +F), 
equipped with the topology induced by (Ec, Fc]o.) 
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Lemma 5.1. [Lp, H;,B(a)le=H;~B(a) and [H;,~(a)' Lph-e=H;,~~a)' whenever the 
right hand sides are defined. 

Proof: It follows from the proof of Theorem 2.1 that 

This implies that the boundary operator 8(0') is 'normal' in the sense of [37, Defini
tion 3.1]. Hence the first assertion follows from [37, Theorem 4.1], since it is easily 
verified that our regularity conditions suffice for carrying through the proof of the 
latter theorem. 

Lemma 3.1 implies that BU(O') is also 'normal'. Thus [Lp',H~',B~(a)]e=H~,~B=(a) 
for 2e E [0,2]\(N + 1/p'). It is clear that 

d 
where c__. means 'dense injection,' and that these spaces are reflexive. Hence 

by (5.1) and the Hahn-Banach theorem. Now the second assertion follows from the 
duality theorem for the complex interpolation functor (e.g. [16, Corollary 4.5.2 and 
Theorem 4.2.1 (a)]). I 

We denote now by 

and by 

Theorem 5.2. Let B be a bounded subset of Sp(D) so that 7rp(B) is bounded 
away from 8£(D). Then there exist a neighbourhood U of B in §p(D), a number 
() E (0, 1r /2), and positive constants K and w so that 

(i) ). + A(O') E Isom(H;,B(a)' Lp), 

(ii) .A+AU(O') E Isom(H;,,B~(a)'Lp'), 

(iii) ,..,-1 < 1/(A+A(a))u//p < K 
- /.XI//ullv+llul/2,p - ' 

( • ) -1 < 1/(.X+A~(a))vllp' < 
IV K - /-XIIIvllv'+Jivll2,p' - K 

forO" E U,.A E S((),w),u E H;,B(a)\{0} and v E H;,,B~(a)\{0}. 

Proof: This is an easy consequence of (3.6), Theorem 2.3, and Corollary 3.3. 1 
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Corollary 5.3. A(O") E 'H(Lp) and A~(£7) E 'H(Lp' ). 

It is an immediate consequence of Green's formula (3.4) that A'(O") :l AU(£7). 
On the other hand it follows from Theorem 5.2 that >. + A'(£7) = (>. + A(O"))' and 
>. + A H ( £7) are both bijective for an appropriately chosen >. > 0. Hence A' ( O") cannot 
be a proper extension of AU(£7), which proves 

AH(£7) = A'(O") := (A(O"))', O" E Sp(D) . (5.3) 

We write A E Q(X,M,w) if -A is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly con
tinuous semigroup {e-tA; t 2: 0} on the Banach space X so that I le-tA II ::; M ewt 
for t 2: 0. Recall that the type of-A, type (-A), is the infimum of all w E IR so that 
A E Q(X,M,w) for some M 2:1, and that Re[z 2: w] C p(-A) if w >type(-A). 

We fix now any w >type( -A(£7)) and put 

E := Eo := (E, II · II) := Lp , 

E1(0") := (D(A(£7)), ll(w + A(£7)) ·II) , 
E-1(£7) := (E, ll(w + A(£7))-1 ·II)~ , 

where "'denotes 'completion'. Moreover, 

0<a<1, 

-1 <a< 0. 

It is easily seen that different choices of w lead to the same spaces, except for 
equivalent norms. 

Proposition 5.4. E0 (0")~H;)3(a) for 2a E [-2, 2]\(Z + 1/p). 

Proof: This is a consequence of Lemma 5.1, Corollary 5.3, formula (5.1), and [12, 
Theorem 1.3]. I 

It follows from the last proposition that E 0 (0") is - as a vector space - inde
pendent of O" E Sp(D) for 2a E ( -2 + 1/p, 1 + 1/p)\(Z + 1/p). Hence we put 

Eo: := H;)3, 2a E ( -2 + 1/p, 1 + 1/p)\(Z + 1/p) , (5.4) 

and denote the norm of Eo: by II · llo:· Since a < 1, confusion with the Lp-norm is 
not possible. 

The next proposition shows that the spaces Eo: are stable with respect to complex 
interpolation. 

Proposition 5.5. [Eo:, E{3]e~Ec 1 -e)o:+flf3 for -2 + 1/p < 2a < 2{3 < 1 + 1/p with 
2a, 2{3, 2[(1 - B)a + B{J] ¢_ Z + 1/p. 

Proof: Put O"o := ((8jk1), 0, 0, 0) E Sp(D), so that A(O"o) is the negative diagonal 
Laplacian -~ and B(o-0 ) = 8 fv + (1- 8)!. Then it is known (e.g. [36, 18, 19]) 
that the purely imaginary powers Ait(o-0 ) of A(o-0 ) are uniformly bounded for tin 
a neighbourhood of 0 in IR. Hence the assertion follows from [9, Theorem 7]. I 

We denote by 

A0 _ 1 (0") the closure of A(£7) in E0 _ 1 (£7) for a E [0, 1]. 

Then we know by [9, Theorem 6] that A0 _ 1 (£7) E 7t(E0 _ 1 (cr)). The following 
theorem contains a somewhat more precise information for certain values of a. 
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Theorem 5.6. Suppose that S is a nonempty subset of Sp(D) and that there 
exist constants 1J E (0, 1r /2) and K, w E (0, oo) so that >. +A( O") E I som(E1 ( O" ), E), 

-1 < II(>.+ A(O"))uiiP < 
"' - 1>-llluiiP + llull2,p -"'' 

(5.5) 

and 

(5.6) 

forO" E S, >. E S(1J,w), u E E 1 (0")\{0} and v E E~(0")\{0}. Then, given a with 
1/p < 2o: < 1 + 1/p, there exists a positive constant i;, := i;,(o:, K,w) so that 

and 
;:;,-1 < II(>.+ Aa-1(0"))ulla-1 < i;, 

- 1>-lllulla-1 + llulla -
forO" E S, >. E S(1J,w) and u E Ea\{0}. 
Proof: It follows from (5.5) that 

K-1llull2,p:::; lluiiE1 (cr):::; K(1 + w)llull2,p, U E E1(0"), 0" E S, (5.7) 

and (5.3) and (5.6) imply 

K-1llvll2,p':::; llviiEf(cr):::; K(1 +w)llvll2,p'' v E Ef(O"), O" E S, (5.8) 

where 

Hence, putting 
(5.9) 

where En := Eg := LP'• we obtain from (5.7) and (5.8) by interpolation (since 

idE Isom(E1 (0"),H;,B(o-)) and idE Isom(Ef(O"),H;,,B1(o-))) and density that 

and 

for 2o: E [0, 2]\(N + 1/p) and 2(3 E [0, 2]\(N + 1/p'), respectively. From [9, Theorem 
11] we know that E-a(O") = (E~(O"))', 0:::; a:::; 1, O" E S, with respect to the duality 
pairing induced by (3.5). Hence it follows from (5.10), (5.11), and the definition of 
the dual norm that 
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for 2a E ( -2 + 1lp, 1 + 1lp)\(7L + 1lp). 
In the following we denote by c positive constants, which may be different from 

expression to expression and may depend upon K, w and a, but are always indepen
dent of u E Sand). E S(fJ,w). 

It follows from (5.5) that 

II().+ A(u))-1uiiE_l(cr) = ll(w + A(u))-1(). + A(u))-1ull 

=II().+ A(u))- 1 (w + A(u))-1ull 

:::; II().+ A(u))-1IICCE) lluiiE_,(cr) 
K, 

:::; fX!IIuiiE_l(crl 

for u E E1(u) and). E S(fJ,w). Thus interpolation, (5.12), and a density argument 
give 

II().+ Aa-1(u))-1ulla-1 :=:; l~lllulla-1, U E Ea-1, (5.13) 

for u E S and 1lp < 2a < 1 + 1IP· 
Using the identity 

(). + A(u))-1(w + A(u)) = (w- ).)(). + A(u))-1 + 1 , 

we obtain from (5.5) that 

II().+ A(u))-1ull =II().+ A(u))-1(w + A(u))(w + A(u))-1ull 

:=:; clluiiE_l(cr) , 

:=:; lw- Alii().+ A(u))-1(w + A(u))-1ull + lluiiE_,(cr) 

w + IAI 
:=:; c(-

1
).

1
- + 1)lluiiE_ 1 (cr) 

whereas (5.5) implies directly 

II().+ A(u))-1uiiE1 (cr) :=:; "-llull 

(5.14) 

for u E 5,). E S(fJ,w) and u E E1(u). Thus, by interpolation, by (5.12), and by a 
density argument, 

II().+ Aa-1(u))-1ulla :=:; cllulla-1, U E Ea-1 , 

for u E S,). E S(fJ,w) and 1lp < 2a < 1 + 1lp. 
Finally we deduce from (5.5) and (5.10) that 

IIA(u)uiiE_ 1 (cr) = ll(w + A(u))-1 A(u)ull = IIA(u)(w + A(u))-1ull 

:=:; cll(w + A(u))-1uiiE,(cr) :=:; cllull 

(5.15) 

for u E E 1 (u) and u E S. Hence, again by interpolation, (5.12), and density 
arguments, 

(5.16) 

for u E S and 1 I p < 2a < 1 + 1 I p. Now the assertion is an easy consequence of 
(5.13), (5.15), and (5.16). I 
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Corollary 5. 7. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 5.6 be satisfied and suppose that 
1 + 1/p < 2o: ::::; 2. Then 

A+ Aa-1(cr) E lsom(Ea(cr), Ea-1), cr E S, A E S(fJ, w) , 

and there exists a constant K, := K,( a) > 0 so that 

;;.,- 1llull2a,p::::; ll(w + Aa-1(cr))ulla-1::::; K,llulba,p, U E Ea(cr), CT E S. (5.17) 

Proof: This is a consequence of (5.10) and the fact that w + Aa_ 1(cr) is a norm 
isomorphism from Ea(cr) onto Ea-1(cr) (cf. [13, Theorem 6.1 (iii)]). I 

It follows from (5.17) that the graph norms of Ea(cr) are equivalent for different 
cr E S, uniformly with respect to cr E S, although the spaces Ea(cr) and Ea(cr') are 
distinct as vector spaces, in general, if cr =1- cr'. 

6. The Dirichlet form. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. Then we denote by 
C2(X x Y, K) the Banach space of all continuous bilinear forms a : X x Y ---+ K, 
equipped with the norm 

liaii :=sup{ia(x,y)l; llxll ::::;1, IIYII S:: 1} · 

Given cr E §p(fl), we define the Dirichlet form of (A(cr), B(cr)) by 

a(cr)(v, u) := (8jv, ajk8ku) + (v, aj8ju + aou) + ('yv, bo"fu) 8 

for ( v, u) E H;, x H;. It is easily verified that 

[cr ~---+ a(cr)] E C(§p(fl), C2 (H;, x H;, K)) 

and that 
a(cr)(v,u) = (v,A(cr)u), (v,u) E H~',l3~(a) x H~,l3(u). (6.1) 

We shall now show that a( cr) has a continuous extension - denoted again by 
a(cr)- to (Ea-d x Ea for all a in a suitable neighbourhood of 1/2. For this we 
observe first that, due to Sobolev's imbedding theorem and Holder's inequality, 

§p(rl) c_.CP(D, x)n 2 X Lp(n, X)n X Lp(rl, X) X Lp(8rl, X) (6.2) 

for 0::::; p::::; 1- njp, where X := C(KN). In the following we denote by 

§~(rl), 0 ::::; p::::; 1 - njp, the vector space §p(rl), equipped with the topology 

induced by the Banach space on the right hand side of (6.2). 

Moreover, we put 

p(a) := { ~ 
where p is arbitrarily fixed so that 

if 2o: = 1 ' 

if 2o: =1- 1 ' 

l2o:- 11 < p::::; 1- njp 

and so that p(·) is an increasing function of l2o: -11- Observe that 

§~(al(n) c_.§~(i1)(fl), a~ /3, 1::::; 2o:, 2/3 < (1 + 1/p) 1\ (2- n/fi) . 

We can now prove an important continuity 
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Theorem 6.1. Suppose that 1 ~ 2a < (1 + 1/p) 1\ (2- n/p). Then 

[o-f-+ a(o-)] E .C(§~(a)(D), .C2 ((Ea-d' x Ea)) 

and 
a(o-)(v, u) = (v, Aa-1(o-)u) 

for (v, u) E (Ea-d x Ea and 0" E Sp(D). 

Proof: Suppose that 1 ~ s < 1 + 1/p. Then H~,-s~(H;- 1 )',since 0 ~ s -1 < 1/p 
(e.g. [43, Theorem 4.8.2]). Hence it follows that 

OJ E .C(H:,-s, (H;- 1 )') n .C(H;, H;-1 ) . 

Suppose that 0 < t < p < 1 and mE CP(O, .C(KN)). Then it is a consequence of 
Strichartz' multiplier theorem ([42] cf. also [44, Theorem 3.3.2], [39, 30]) that 

[u f-+ mu] E .C(H!) , 

and 
llmullt,p ~ cllmllcp llullt,p , u E H! . 

Of course, this is also true if t = p = 0. Using these facts we deduce the first 
assertion easily from Sobolev type imbedding theorems, the trace theorem, and 
Holder's inequality. 

The second assertion follows now from (6.1) and the density of E~(o-) x E 1 (o-) in 

ELa X Ea = (Ea-d X Ea. I 

We denote by 

s;Cal(D), 1 ~ 2a < (1 + 1/p) 1\ (2- n/p), the set Sp(D), 

equipped with the topology of §~(al(n). 

Lemma 6.2. s;Cal(n) is open in §~Cal(n). 

Proof: Observe that 1rp induces naturally a continuous linear map ir: §~(a)(D)---> 
E(D) so that s:Cal(n) = ir- 1 (£(!1)). Hence the assertion follows from Theorem 
2.1. I 

- d 
Let X := (X0 , X 1 ) be a pair of Banach spaces with X 1 C.... X 0 . Then we denote 

by H(X) the set of all A E .C(X1 , X0 ) with A E H(X0 ), where now A is considered 
as a linear operator in X 0 , of course. A subset ~ of H(X) is said to be regularly 
bounded if 

(i) ~is bounded in .C(X1 , Xo); 

(ii) There exist constants M and w so that [Re.A?: w] C p(-A) and 

II(>• + A)- 1 ll.ccxo) ~ M(l + I.AI)-1, Re.A?: w, A E ~; 

(iii) { (w + A)- 1 ; A E ~} is bounded in .C(X0 , X 1 ). 

It is now easy to prove the following basic 
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Theorem 6.3. Suppose that 1 :S 2o: < (1 + 1/p) 1\ (2- n/fi). The map 

(6.4) 

is well defined and analytic. If B is a bounded subset of Sp(D), such that 7rp(B) is 
bounded away from 8E(D), then there exists a neighbourhood U of B in Sp(D) so 
that Aa-1(U) is regularly bounded. 

Proof: The last part of the assertion is an easy consequence of Theorems 5.2 and 
5.6. Observe that Theorem 6.1 and Lemma 6.2 imply that the map (6.4) is the re
striction of a continuous linear map to an open subset of the Banach space §~(a) (D). 
Since it follows from [15, Lemma 4.1] that H(Ea-1, Ea) is open in £(E0 , Ea- 1), 
this map is analytic. I 

Remark 6.4. The only place where we made use of the assumption that n be of 
class coo is in the proof of Proposition 5.5 where we referred to [36, 18, 19]. In the 
latter papers the authors proved their results in the C00-category although weaker 
regularity assumptions would suffice. 

Part Three: Quasilinear problems. 

7. General existence results. We fix p E (1, oo) and introduce assumption 
(Al): 

1::; s < (1 + 1/p) 1\ (2- n/fi); 

Vis a nonempty open subset of H;,13 ; 

A is a metric space. 

If -2 + 1/p < r :S sand r ~ 7!.. + 1/p, we put 

Vr := V, equipped with the topology induced by H;,B . 

Moreover we use the notations and conventions of [15], in particular the ones ex
plained in the beginning of Sections 6 and 11 and of [15]. 

We denote by T a positive number and introduce assumption (A2): 

&(-) E C([O, T] x V x A, §p(D)) and&(·) is bounded on bounded sets; 

there exist J.L E [0, 1) U {1-} and numbers rand p with 

so that 

1 n 
- V-;:: < r < s < p + 1 < (1 + 1/p) 1\ (2- n/fi) 
p p 

&(·) E C1-·~'(([0, T] X Vr) X A ' s;(n)) . 

for some p E (p, 1). 

By abusing notation we put 

(A(t, v, .A), B(t, v, .X)) := (A(&(t, v, .A)), B(&(t, v, .A))) , 
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or, more explicitly, 

A(t, v, .X)u = -81(a1k(·, t, v, .X)aku) + a1(·, t, v, ..\)81u + a0 (·, t, v, >.)u, 

B(t, v, ..\)u = o(ajk(·, t, v, .X)viakU + bo(·, t, v, .X)ru) + (1- o)ru 

for (t,v,.X) E [O,T] x V x A. 
The following proposition describes an important special case - to which we 

refer as 'standard situation' -- in which assumptions (A1) and (A2) are satisfied. 
For simplicity we impose more regularity conditions than actually needed and leave 
it to the reader to find weaker hypotheses. 

Proposition 7.1. (Standard Situation): Suppose that K = IR and 

(i) p > n and p :2: 2; 

(ii) G is a nonempty open subset of IRN so that { v E H~,B; v(IT) C G} i= 0; 
(iii) A is a nonempty open subset of some Banach space A; 

(iv) ajk,aj E c 2-(n X [O,T] X G X A,.C(IRN)), 
ao E c 1-(IT X [O,T] X G X A,.C(IRN)), 
bo E c 2-(an x [o, T] x G x A, .C(IRN)), 

(v) ((a1k(·, t, y, ..\)), (ajk(·, t, y, >.)vi)r::;;k~n, 1) E t'(D) for (t, y, ..\) E [0, T] x G x A; 

(vi) n/p < r < s < (1 + 1/p) 1\ (2- n/p) , 0:::; s- 1 < p < (r- n/p) 1\ 1/p. 

Then assumptions (Al) and (A2) are satisfied with 

V := { v E H;,B ; v(D) c G} , 

J.t := 1-, and&(-) being the 'substitution map', that is, 

8-(t, v, >.)(x) := ((ajk), (a1, ... , an), ao, bo)(x, t, v(x), >.) 

for x E IT and (t,v,.X) E [O,T] x V x A. 

(7.1) 

Proof: Observe that (i) implies 1/p = 1/fJ. Hence it follows from (vi) that r, sand 
p satisfy the inequalities specified in (A1) and (A2). Moreover 

H;,B c.__.H;,B c.__.C~-n/p := { u E cr-n/P(O, IRN); (1- 8)-yu = 0} . 

Now the assertion is a consequence of the mean value theorem ( cf. the proofs of [7, 
Propositions 15.4 and 15.6]). I 

Finally we introduce assumption (A3): 
(i) There exists a number {30 with 2{30 E (p- 1, OJ so that 

F E C1 -·~'( ([0, T] x V,.) x A, H:r:J) . 
(ii) Given). E A, there are numbers a 0 := (p + 1)/2 < a1 < a2 < ... <a"' := 1 

and {30 :::; {31 :::; ... :::; f3m < (1 + 1/p)/2 with 2aj+l, 2/3j tf- 7L + 1/p, satisfying 

2(aj+l- a1) < p + 1- r and 0 < a1+l- /3j < 1 

for j = 0, 1, ... , m- 1, such that 

F( ·, ·, >.) E C([O, T] x (V n H;aJ ), H~~) , j = 0, 1, ... , m , (7.2) 

where (V n H;a1 ) is given the topology induced by H;aj. 
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This rather complicated looking assumption - whose second part will be the basis 
of a bootstrapping argument - can easily be satisfied in the important special 
case that F is induced by a local function, that is, ifF is a substitution operator. 
This is a consequence of the following proposition, for which we impose again more 
regularity conditions than really needed. 

Proposition 7.2. (Standard Situation): Suppose that K = IR and 

(i) p > n and p ~ 2 ; 

(ii) G is a nonempty open subset ofiRN such that V := { u E H~,B; u(n) c G} =f. 
0; 

(iii) A is a nonempty open subset of some Banach space A:= (A, I· I); 
(iv) njp < r < s < (1 + 1/p) A (2- njp) , 0 ~ s- 1 < p < (r- njp) A 1/p. 

Moreover, let one of conditions (a) and (b) below be satisfied. 

(a) s = 1, f E c2-(n X [O,T] X G X A,RN) 'and F(t,v,>.) := J(·,t,v(·),>.), 
(t,v,>.) E [O,T] x V x A. 

(b) r = 1, f E c 2-(n X [0, T] X G X IRnN X A, IRN) ' there exists an increasing 
function c : R+ -+ R+ and a constant "' so that 1 ~ K < 1 + p / n and 

for all (x, t, ~, 1], )..) En X [0, T] X G X IRnN X A, p < 1 - (K- 1)njp ' and 

F(t,v,>.) := f(·,t,v(·),8v(·),>.), (t,v,>.) E [O,T] x V x A. 

Then F satisfies assumption (A3) with 1-" = 1-. 

Proof: Assume that (a) is satisfied. Observe that 

(7.3) 

for cr > r, r- njp > c > 0 > r > -1 + 1/p. Similarly as in the proof of [7, 
Propositions 15.4 and 15.6] one sees that 

FE C 1-((0, T] x (V n C 0 ) x A, C0 ) (7.4) 

for 0 ::::; a < 1, where V n ca is given the ca-topology. Using these facts, the 
assertion follows easily in this case. 

Suppose now that (b) is fulfilled. It follows from Sobolev's imbedding theorem 
and standard duality arguments that 

(7.5) 

for cr E [0, 1] and r E ( -2 + 1/p, OJ\ { -1 + 1/p }, provided 

1 1 C7 1 1 T 
- := - - - > 0 ' - := - - - > 0 
a p n f3 p n 
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(cf. [14, Lemma 14.2]). Observe that 

(7.6) 

is an increasing function of a E [0, n/p). 
Put ](t,v,w,>..) := f(·,t,v(·),w(·),>..) for (v,w) E (VnC) x (LI)n and (t,>..) E 

[0, TJ x A, where V n C is given the C-topology. Then it is not difficult to see that 
the growth restrictions for f imply 

j E c 1-([0, TJ X (V n C) X (Lat X A, Lf3) ' (7. 7) 

provided K :S a./(3 (cf. the proof of [14, Lemma 14.1]). Hence it follows from (7.5), 
the commutativity of the diagramm 

F'\, / j 

(where we suppressed the factor [O,TJ x A everywhere in the first row), and (7.7) 
that 

F E c 1- ([o, TJ x (V n H;+l) x A, H;, 8 ) , (7.8) 

provided a and r satisfy the restrictions specified above and K ::; a/ (3. 
Choose 2f3o E (p - 1, OJ so that 1 - 2(30pjn 2:: K, which is possible since 1 ::; 

1- 2f3op/n < 1 + (1- p)pjn for 2(30 E (p -1, OJ and since 1 + (1- p)pjn > K by our 
assumption on p. Then it follows from (7.6) and (7.8) (with a := 0 and r := 2(30 ) 

that 

FE 0 1-([0, TJ x Vr x A, H~~) . 

Hence assumption (A3 i) is satisfied with p, = 1-. 
Put 2no := 1 + p. It is easily seen that we can find finite sequences no < 

n1 < ... < Ctm = 1 and f3o :S (31 :S ... :S f3m < (1 + 1/p)/2 so that 2aj, 2/3j ¢_ 
l + 1/p, 2(aj+l - Ctj) < p + 1- r = p, 0 < Ctj+l- (30 < 1, and- as long as 
2nj < 1 + njp-

(2a· -1- 2{3·)p 
1+ J J >K. 

n- (2aj - 1)p -

Then it follows from (7.6), letting a := 2a1 - 1 and T := 2(31 as long 2aj < 1 + njp, 
and from (7.3) and similar arguments as those leading to (7.4), if 2a1 > 1 + njp, 
that assumption (A3 ii) is satisfied. I 

Observe that K ;:::: 2 so that we can admit nonlinearities 'growing quadratically 
in the gradient' for every choice of p > n. However we are free to choose p as 
large as we want to. Thus, in the standard situation we can admit nonlinearities 
with arbitrary polynomial growth in the gradient (and no growth restriction in the 
function itself), provided we put r = 1 and, consequently, s > 1. 
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We assume now that (Al) - (A3) are satisfied. Then we consider the Cauchy 
problem for the parameter dependent quasilinear reaction-diffusion system 

atu+A(t,u,>.)u=F(t,u,>.) inn X (T,T]' 

B(t, u, >.)u = 0 

u(O) = uo 

on an X (T, T] ' 

on n' 

(QRDS)(T,uo,>.) 

where T E [0, T), u0 E V, and >. E A, are given. By an (Lp-) solution u of 
(QRDS)(T,uo,>.) on J we mean a function 

(7.9) 

where J is a subinterval of [T,T] containing T, so that j := J\{T} =f. 0, which 
satisfies (QRDS)(T,uo,>.) pointwise (in t E J). A solution u is maximal if there does 
not exist a solution which is a proper extension of u. Observe that u is a solution of 
( QRDS)(T,uo,>.) on J if and only if u is a solution on J of the abstract quasilinear 
Cauchy problem (in Lp) 

it+A(t,u,>.)u=F(t,u,>.), T<t::=;T, u(T)=u, 

that is, u satisfies (7.9), u(t) E D(A(t, u(t), >.)) = H;,B(t,u(t),>.) for t E i, and u 
satisfies (QCP)(T,uo,>.) pointwise on J. 

In the following we shall say that (Al) - (A3) are true for every T > 0 if we 
can replace the interval [0, T] by [R+. In this case we drop the restrictions t :::; T 
in (QRDS)(T,uo,>.) and (QCP)(T,uo,>.) everywhere, of course. In particular, (Al) -
( A3) are true for every T > 0 if 8-( ·) and F are independent of t. In this case we 
obtain the autonomous reaction-diffusion system 

atu + A(u, >.)u = F(u, >.) in n X (0, oo) ' 

B(u, >.)u = 0 on an X (0, oo) ' (RDS)(uo,>.) 

u(O) = uo on n' 

which is equivalent to the autonomous quasilinear Cauchy problem 

it+A(u,>.)u=F(u,>.), O<t<oo, u(O)=uo (CP)(uo,>.) 

(in Lp, of course). 
After these preparations we can formulate the basic existence, uniqueness, and 

continuity theorem whose proof will be given in Section 8 below. 

Theorem 7.3. (i) Problem (QRDS)(T,uo,>.) possesses for each (T,u0 ,>.) E [O,T) x 
V x A a unique maximal solution u(·, T, u0 , >.). The maximal interval of existence, 
J := J(T, u0 , >.),is open in [T, T]. The set 

V(T) := {(t,v,>.) E [T,T] x V x A; t E J(T,v,>.)} 

is open in [T,T] x V x A and 

u(·, T, ·, ·) E CO,l-,J.!('D(T)) 
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for every A E A and every bounded subset Bj of (V n H;a.J), which is bounded away 
from av, then bounded orbits, which are bounded away from av, are bounded in 
HJ for t > 0. If rp( [0, T 1\ t+ ( v, A)), v, A) is bounded and bounded away from 8V for 
every T > 0, then t+(v, A)= oo. 

Observe that the boundedness of rp([O,T 1\ t+(v,A)),v,A) for every T > 0 does 
not imply the boundedness of the orbit r+(v, A) if t+(v, A)= 00. 

Proof: Observe that 
H;,f./ cc_.H;,B cc_.H;,B , (7.17) 

where cc_. denotes 'compact injection' (cf. (8.4) below). Hence, if B is a bounded 
subset of v' which is bounded away from av, it follows from the second part of 
(7.17) that B is relatively compact in Vr. Since Lipschitz continuous maps are 
uniformly Lipschitz continuous on relatively compact sets, it follows now from the 
last part of assumption (A2) and the fact that 8- is independent oft E IR+, that 
(7.12) is satisfied. Assumption (A3 i), the relative compactness of B in Vr, and 
the independence of 8- of t E IR+ imply (7.13), whereas (7.11) is an immediate 
consequence of the first part of assumption (A2). Now the assertion is implied by 
Theorem 7.4 and the first part of (7.17). I 

8. Proof of the existence theorem. Fix s0 E (s- 2, p- 1) arbitrarily, put 
a := (s- s0 )/2 and E := (p- 1- s0 )/2, as well as 

IE ·- Hs-2 IE ·- Hp+l 
o.-1 .- p,B ' l+e: .- p,B · 

Moreover, define IE~ for a - 1 :=:; ~ :=:; 1 + E by 

Then the reiteration theorem for the complex interpolation functor implies 

Moreover we deduce from (5.4) and Proposition (5.5) that 

IE _:_Hso+2~ , a- 1 :=:; ~ :=:; 1 + E, so+ 2~ d 7L + 1/p. ~- p,B 'F (8.2) 

We define real numbers f3 and 1 by 

2/3 := r - so , 21 := 2/3o - so , 

and observe that 
0<E<r<f3<a<1. (8.3) 

Next we set 

and A := A0 . Finally we put Vco := V n IE~, endowed with the topology induced 
by IE~. Observe that V(o.) = V. = V and VC/3) = Vr. 
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Lemma 8.1. (i) A~ E C1-·ll(([O, T] X Vee)) X A, .C(IElH, IE~)) for a- 1 ~~~E. 

(ii) The map 

is well defined and locally regularly bounded for each~ E [a- 1, c:]. 

(iii) The map 

is, for each~ E [a- 1, c:] and A E A, regularly bounded on bounded subsets which 
are bounded away from 8V(a). 

Proof: (i) is an easy consequence of assumption (A2) and Theorem 6.3. 
(ii) and (iii): It follows from the Rellich-Kondrachev theorem (e.g. [2, Theorem 

6.2]) and well known facts from interpolation theory (e.g. [16, Corollary 3.8.2 and 
Theorems 4.7.1 and 3.4.1]) that 

(8.4) 

Let B be a bounded subset of V(a) which is bounded away from 8V(a). Then 
we deduce from (8.4) that Bf3, the closure of B in 1Ef3, is a compact subset of 
V(f3). Hence, given any A E A, the second part of assumption (A2) implies the 

compactness of B := u([O, T] x Bf3 x {A}) in S£(0). Observe that 

for a:= u(t, v, A) E B. Hence we see that 1rp(B) is relatively compact in £(0). Since 
the first part of assumption (A2) implies the boundedness of Bin Sp(O), we deduce 
from Theorem 6.3 the existence of a neighbourhood(; of Bin Sp(O) so that At,CU) 
is regularly bounded. Hence the first part of assumption (A2) implies the existence 
of a neighbourhood U of A in A so that Ae([O, T] x B x U) is regularly bounded. 
By using the compactness of [0, T] x Bf3 and the second part of assumption (A2) it 
is easily seen that we can find a constant L ~ by making U smaller if necessary ~ 
so that 

IIAe(t, v, A)- Ae(t', v, A)ll.ccE,H,Ed ~Lit- t'l 

for t, t' E [0, T] and v, A E B x U. This proves the assertions. I 

Before proving the next lemma we point out that the spaces El+t,(t, y, A), c: < 
~ < 1, of [15, Section 9] have nowhere been used in [15]. For the construction of 
E 1+e(t, y, A), 0 < ~ ~ c:, the spaces E2 (t, y, A) were needed. However it is completely 
irrelevant how the spaces EHe(t, y, A), 0 < ~ ~ c:, are obtained, as long as they 
satisfy condition (Q3). Using this observation we can prove 

Lemma 8.2. Assumptions (Q1) - (Q4) and (B) of [15] are satisfied (where E 
corresponds now to (IE0 , IE1 ), and A to A, respectively). 

Proof: The validity of (Q1)- (Q4) follows from assumptions (A1) and (A2), from 
(8.1) and (8.3), the reflexivity of lEe, a- 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 + c:, Lemma 8.1 (i) and (ii), 
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and assumptions (A3 (i)). The validity of (B) is an easy consequence of (8.4), the 
continuity ofF, and Lemma 8.1 (iii). I 

Proof of Theorem 7.3: We consider the abstract quasilinear Cauchy problem 

u+A(t,u,A)u=F(t,u,A), r<t5:T, u(r)=uo. (8.5) 

Thanks to Lemma 8.2 we can apply [15, Theorems 7.1- 7.3] to this problem. Since 
every solution of (QRDS)(-r,uo,>.) is obviously a solution of (8.5), assertion (i)- (iv) 
follow, provided we show the unique maximal solution u(·,r,u0 ,A) of (8.5) satisfies 
(7.9) and, if Uo E H;,B(-r,uo,>.)' also (7.10). 

We fix (r, u0 , A) arbitrarily and omit it from the notation whenever possible. 
It is a consequence of [15, Corollary 9.3] that the maximal solution u of (8.5) 

satisfies 
0 1 0 

u E C(J, EH.,) n C (J, IE.,) . 

Thus, switching back to the notation of Section 5, 

0 1 0 

u E C(J, Ea0 ) n C (J, JlJa0 -1) . (8.6) 

Hence, given r', r" E j with r' < r", 

llu(t)- u(t')llao +It- t'l-1llu(t)- u(t')llao-1 5: c , T 1 5: t, t' 5: T 11 • (8.7) 

Recall that [·, ·]e is an interpolation functor of exponent (} and that this implies 

Using Proposition (5.5) and inequality (8.8) we deduce from (8.7) that 

llu(t)- u(t')llr/2 '5: cit- t'lo:o-r/2 , T 1 '5: t, t' '5: T 11 , 

which shows that 

Suppose that 

the hypotheses of ( iv) and ( v) are satisfied and B : = { u( t) ; t E J} 

is bounded in v and bounded away from av 0 

(8.9) 

(8.10) 

Then J = [r,oo) by Lemma 8.2 and [15, Theorem 7.3]. Moreover it follows from 
(7.12) that a(J x B, A) is bounded in St. Hence we deduce from CP CC.....C that 
1rp(a(J x B, A)) is relatively compact in £(0). Thus we obtain from (7.11) and 
Theorem 6.3 that 

{A11 (t) := A 11 (t, u(t), A); t E J} (8.11) 

is regularly bounded for each"' with s- 2 '5: 2'f/ 5: p -1. Using this fact, (7.13), the 
boundedness of Bin n;,B, and 

u(t) = -Acs/2)-1(t)u(t) + f(t) , t E J, 
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where f(t) := F(t, u(t), .A), we find that 

sup Jlu(t)il(s/2)-1 < oo. 
tEJ 

Hence there exists a constant c so that 

Jlu(t)- u(t')lls/2 +it- t'r1Jiu(t)- u(t')il(s/2)-1:::; c , t, t' E J. 

which, thanks to (8.1) and (8.8), implies 

Now we deduce from (7.12) and Theorem 6.3 that 

A (·) E BUC(s-r)f2 (J £(H21J+2 H 21J )) s- 2 < 2-n < p- 1 (8.12) 1J ' p,B ' p,B ' - ., - · 

(Observe that the map (6.4) is uniformly Lipschitz continuous, being the restriction 
of a continuous linear map.) Hence (8.11) and (8.12) show that {A1J(t); t E J} is, 

for each rt with s- 2 :::; 2rt :::; 1 + p, a regularly bounded subset of c!j-rl/2 (1i(H:1, 
H:1+2 )), uniformly with respect toTE j (cf. [15, Section 4], where we have now 
replaced [0, T] by [r, T], of course.) Hence we can find positive constants M and w0 

so that 
wo + Aa0 -1(t) E 1-l(H;'Jl-2) n Q(H;'Jl-2, M,O) , t E J. 

Observe that this implies 

for every w1 E 11\t By choosing w1 sufficiently large, setting w := w1 + w0 , and using 
the uniformity assertions contained in (8.12), we deduce from Theorem A.3 of the 
Appendix that there exists a constant c so that 

(8.13) 

forT:::; t' < t < oo and 2~ E {s,2,60}, where U is the unique parabolic fundamental 
solution of 

{w + Aa0 -1(t); t E J} . 

Thanks to (8.6) we know that u is the solution of 

v + (w + Aao-1(t))v = wu(t) + f(t) , t E j, v(O) = uo . (8.14) 

This implies 

t 

u(t) = U(t,r)uo + J U(t,r)(wu(r) + f(r))dr , t E J. (8.15) 

T 
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Hence we deduce from (8.13), the boundedness of u in HP" 8 , from HP" 8 c.__.H2 f38o, 
' ' p, 

and from the boundedness of f(J) in H~~ the existence of constants c and c1 so 
that 

t 

IJu(t)llao :":: c[(t- r)(s/2)-<>oe-(t-r) + j(t- t')f3o-<>oe-(t-r') dt'] 

T 

for t E j, thanks to {30 > a 0 - 1. This proves the boundedness of u in H 2"r3 on 
p, 

[r', oo) for each r' > T. Consequently, using also (8.12) and (8.14), it follows that 

(8.16) 

for every r' > t. Hence (8.7) is satisfied for all t and t' in [r', oo), and we deduce 
from (8.8) that 

( 8.17) 

This proves the first part of the assertion of ( v). 
We return now to the general case. It follows from (8.9) and Lemma (8.1) (i) 

that 
A (·) E cno-r/2(j £(H2no H2a0 -2)) <>o-1 ' p,B' p,B · (8.18) 

If condition (8.10) is also satisfied then (8.17), (7.11), (7.12), and Theorem 6.3 imply 

(8.19) 

Since p+l-r = 2a0 -r > 2(a1 -a0 ) and {30 > a 1 -1, we deduce from [13, Theorem 
8.2] (by identifying there a and a 1 - 1, {3 and a 0 - 1, and 1 and {30 , respectively) 
that u is a solution on J of 

it+ Aa,-l(t)u = f(t) , t E J. (8.20) 

Thus 
(8.21) 

Suppose first that 2a 1 < 1 + 1/p. Then we know from [13, Theorem 8.2] also that 

(8.22) 

Hence, given any r', r" E j with r' < r", we deduce from (8.21) and (8.22) the 
existence of a constant c so that 

llu(t)- u(t')lla, +it- t'l- 1llu(t)- u(t')lla,-1 :":: c , T 1 
:":: t, t' :0::: T 11 , (8.23) 

which is the same estimate as (8.7), except that a 0 has been replaced by a 1 . Hence 
it follows that 

(8.24) 
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Suppose now that 2a1 > 1 + 1/p. Given any r" E i, it follows from (8.4) and 
u E C(J, V), similarly as in the proof of Lemma 8.1, that 

B1 := {cr(t, u(t), .>.); r ~ t ~ r"} 

is a bounded subset of Sp(n) such that rp(Bt) is relatively compact in £(n). Hence 
Theorem 5.2 and Corollary 5. 7 imply the existence of constants "' and w so that 

llu(t)ll2a1,p ~ "-ll(w + Aa,-1(t))u(t)lla,-1 , T ~ t ~ r". (8.25) 

Thus, given any r' E ( r, r"), it follows from (8.20) and (8.21) that there is a constant 
c so that 

llu(t)ll2a1,p ~ "-(llf(t)lla,-1 + wllu(t)lla,-1 + llu(t)lla,-1) ~ c (8.26) 

for r' ~ t ~ r". Since H:)J-2 = H'f,<>'-2, due to -1 + 1/p < 2a1 - 2 ~ 0, we see 
that (8.21) and (8.26) imply the existence of a constant c so that 

llu(t)- u(t')ll2a1,p +It- t'l- 1llu(t)- u(t')ll2a,-2,p ~ c , r' ~ t, t' ~ r" . (8.27) 

Now we can use the fact that 

n; = [H~,H~]<71-w(l;-eJ , -1 + 1/p < ~ < 11 < ( ~ 2, (8.28) 

together with the closedness of n;,B in H;, to deduce the validity of (8.24) also in 
this case. Observe that the estimate (8.27) remains valid (with a different constant c, 
of course) if we replace there a 1 by any number 'Y > a 1 so that 2a0 - r > 2( 'Y - a 0 ) 

and /30 > 'Y - 1. Hence we deduce from this new estimate and (8.28) that u is 
continuous from j into H'f,01 . Hence 

u E C(i H 20') n ca,-rf2(i V.) n C1(i H 20'-2) (8.29) , p , r ' p,B ' 

from which we obtain, by Lemma 8.1 (i) and condition (7.2), respectively, that 

A (·) E ca,-rf2(j C(H2ao H2ao-2)) <>o-1 ' p,B' p,B 

and 
• 2{3 ! E C(J,Hp,J). 

Since 2a1 - r > 2a2 - 2a0 and (31 > a 2 - 1 we can apply again [13, Theorem 8.2] 
and the above arguments to show that (8.29) is true with a 1 replaced by a2. By 
iterating this reasoning we see finally that u satisfies (7.9), and (7.10) follows by 
invoking (10) in Theorem 8.2 of [13]. Thus (i) - (iv) and the first assertion of (v) 
have been proven. 

Suppose now that conditions (8.10) and (7.14) are also satisfied. Assume first 
that 2a1 < 1 + 1/p. By replacing A01 _1 (·) by w + Aa,- 1 (·) for a sufficiently large 
w > 0, by using (8.19), and by invoking Theorem A.3 of the Appendix we deduce 
from (8.20) and (8.22) - similarly as in (8.13) - (8.15) - that 

u E BC([r',oo),H:)j) , r' > r. (8.30) 
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Since <J(J x B, >.) is bounded in S(D) by (7.11) and 7rp(<J(J x B, >.)) is relatively 
compact in t'(D), it follows from Theorems 5.2 and 5.6 that 

w + Aa,-1(·) E B(J,.C(H~')3',H~Jj- 2 )). 

Hence we obtain from (8.20), (8.21), and the boundedness of f(J) in H;~ that 

Be l([ 1 ) H2a 1 -2) 1 U E T , 00 , p,B , T > T . (8.31) 

Since (8.30) and (8.31) imply the validity of (8.23) for all t, t1 2: T 1, we see that 

(8.32) 

Assume now that 2a1 > 1 + 1/p. First we observe that (8.25) is now valid for 
all t E J. Moreover from (8.20) we obtain the representation (8.15), where now U 
denotes the parabolic fundamental solution for { w + Aa, _1 ( t) ; t E J}. Thanks to 
(8.19) we can invoke again Theorem A.3 of the appendix to derive from the analogue 
of the representation (8.15) the fact that 

(w + Aa,-l(·))u(·) E B([T1 ,oo),H~'Jj- 2 ) , T1 > T. (8.33) 

Hence the uniform analogue to (8.25) shows that 

u E B([T1 , oo), H;"'') , T1 > T. (8.34) 

Moreover we obtain from (8.20), (8.21), and (8.33) that 

u E BC1 ([T1,oo),H;"''- 2 ). (8.35) 

Since (8.34) and (8.35) imply (8.27) for all t, t1 2: T 1, we deduce from (8.28) that 
(8.32) is also true in this case. Since we can replace in these arguments a 1 by a 
slightly bigger number /, similarly as above, we obtain finally that 

u E BC([T1,oo),H;"'')nBUC"'2 -r/2 ([T1,oo), Vr)nBC1 ([T1 ,oo),H~'Jj- 2 ) , T 1 > T, 

no matter if 2a 1 is less or greater than 1 + 1/p. Hence (7.11), (7.12) and Theorem 
(6.3) imply 

A (·) E BUCa,-rf2([TI oo) .C(H2ao H2ao-2)) ao-1 ' ' p,B' p,B ' 

and condition (7.14) gives 

f E BC([T1,oo),H:::n 

for T 1 > T. Now the assertion follows by iterating these arguments. I 

9. Classical solvability. In the following we put 

ca (IT) := ca (IT, KN) , (j 2: 0 , 

etc. By a classical solution of ( QRDS)(T,uo,>-.) on J we mean a function 

which satisfies (QRDS)(T,uo,>-.) pointwise on J. 
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Proposition 9.1. Every classical solution u of ( QRDS)(r,uo)•) on J is a solution 
• 2 

on J. Thus u E C(J, Hp) and (QRDS)(r,uo,>.) possesses at most one maximal 
classical solution. 

Proof: LetT' E j be arbitrary and observe that u E C([T, T'], n;)nc1-([T, T'],Lp)· 
Hence u E cl-r/s([T, T'], Vr), by interpolation. Now it follows from Lemma 8.1 that 

[t ~---+ Ae(t) := Ae(t,u(t),.A)] E Cl-rfs([T,T'],.C(IEl+e,IEe)) 

and that {Ae(t); T ~ t ~ T'} is a regularly bounded subset of 'H(IEe, IEl+e) for 
a - 1 ~ ~ ~ e. Since 

f := F( ·, u( ·),.A) E C([T, T'], H~~) , 

as follows from assumption (A3) and the fact that u E C([T, T'], V), and since 
H~~='=IE-r with 'Y > e, we deduce from [13, Theorem 8.2] that the Cauchy problem 

v + Ae(t)v = f(t) , T < t ~ T' , v(T) = uo (9.1)e 

has for each~ E [a- 1, e] a unique solution ve. It is obvious that ve is independent 
of ~ so that Va-l = v0 . On the other hand it is obvious that u is a solution of 
(9.1)a-l· Hence u = Va-l = v0 by uniqueness, which shows that u is the unique 
solution of (9.1) 0 . Consequently u is a solution on J of (8.5) which implies that 
J C J(T, uo, .A) and u = u(·, T, uo, .A)IJ. This proves the assertion. I 

Under some mild additional regularity assumptions we shall now show that the 
converse of Proposition 9.1 is also true. For this we put, for 0 < e < 1/2, any 
nontrivial interval J C Ill, and any Banach space X 

c<2el(fi x J, X):= B(J, C2"(0,X)) n C"(J, C(fi,X)) 

and 

respectively. Similar notations are used if n is replaced by an. 
Theorem 9.2. Suppose that p > n/2 and, given (T, uo, .A) E [0, T) x V x A, let 
u := u(·, T, uo, .A). Moreover suppose that there exists e with 0 < 2e < (2- nfp) 1\1 
so that 

(ajk(·, u(·), .A)) E C(l+2e)("fi x J', .C(KN))n2 
, 

(ao, a1, •.• , an)(·, u(·), .A) E C(2e)("fi X J', .C(KN))n+l , (9.2) 

bo(·,u(·),.A) E C(l+2")(8f! X J',.C(KN)), 

and 
(9.3) 

for every compact subinterval J' of j := i(T, u0, .A). Then u is a classical solution. 
Moroever 
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Proof: Put (A, B)(t) := (A, B)(t, u(t), ..\) for t E J, and let J' CC j be arbitrary. 
Choose any <p E V(i, R) with <piJ' = 1 and consider the linear parabolic initial 
boundary value problem 

v + A(t)v = F(t) in n X j , 

B(t)v = 0 

v(·,O)=O 

on 8f2 X j, 

on n, 
(9.5) 

where F := <pf + I{Ju. Observe that FE C(2"l(IT x J, KN) since u E C"(i, H;-2") c 
_.C"(i, C(IT)), as follows by interpolation from u E C(i, H;) n C1(i, Lp), and 
since H; c__.C2"(IT). Hence it follows from (40, Theorem 4.9] that (9.5) possesses a 
unique classical solution v and 

It is obvious that v is also the unique solution of 

w + A(t, u(t), .A)w = F(t) , t E j , w(O) = 0 . (9.7) 

Since <pu is a solution of (9. 7), it follows that <pu = v. Now the assertion is a 
consequence of (9.6) and the arbitrariness of J'. I 

Corollary 9.3. (Standard Situation): Let the hypotheses of Propositions 7.1 and 
7.2 be satisfied. Then u := u(·, T, uo, ..\) is, for each ( T, uo, ..\) E [0, T) x V x A, the 
unique maximal classical solution of(QRDS)(r,uo,>.)· Moreover 

for any E with 0:::; 2c < 1- njp. 

Proof: Since u E C(J', H;)nC1 (J', Lp) for any J' CC i, it follows by interpolation 
that 

u E Cu(J',H;- 2u) , 0 <a< 1. 

Since Hu c__.cu-n/p for a > njp, it is easily verified that 

for 0 < E < 1 - nfp. It is an easy consequence of the regularity assumptions of 
Propositions 7.1 and 7.2 that the hypotheses (9.2) and (9.3) are satisfied. Now the 
assertion follows from the fact that u E B(J',C2+2"(D.)) n C(i,C(IT)) for every 
J cc j implies u E C(i, C2+2"' (D.)) for 0 :::; E1 < E (by interpolation, e.g. [43, 
Theorem 4.5.2.1]) and from Proposition 9.1. I 

Corollary 9.4. (Standard Situation): Let the hypotheses of Propositions 7.1 and 
7.2 be satisfied. Let .A E A be fixed and suppress it from the notation. Assume also 
that 
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and 

Then 
U := [(x, t) t-> u(x, t, T, uo)] E C 00 (fi X j) 

for each (T,uo) E [O,T) x V, where J := J(T,u0). 

Proof: Using the notations of [40], the proofs of Theorem 9.2 and Corollary 9.3 
show that u E ct,ll 2 (fi X j), where£:= 2 + 2E. Suppose now that u E cm,m/2(D X 

j) for m := £ + k, where k E N. Then the coefficients of A(·,u) belong to 
cm-l,(m-l)/2(fi X j), those of /3(·, u) to Cm,m/2(80, X j), and F(·, u) E Cm,m/2(!1 X 

j). Hence, by applying again [40, Theorem 4.9] in the same way as in the proof of 
Theorem 9.2, we see that u E cm+l,(m+l)/2(!1 X j), which proves the assertion. 

10. Smoothness in the H;-topology. We assume first that A is a one-point 
space, i.e., A:={>.}, and omit any reference to>.. Moreover, we use the notations 
of Section 8, fix any u0 E V n IE H.,, and put u := u( ·, 0, u0 ). Finally we assume that 

(10.1) 

although it is easily verified that fewer regularity assumptions with respect to the 
first variable would suffice. Then it is an immediate consequence of Theorem 6.3 
that 

(Ae,F) E c 2-([o, T] x "t't!3l• C(IEHe, lEe) x lEe) 

for a- 1 :::; ~:::;E. Thus, given any T' E j(o, uo), 

Be(t) := Ae(t, u(t)) + 82Ae(t, u(t))[u(t), ·]- 82F(t, u(t)) 

is well defined for 0 :::; t :::; T'. 

Lemma 10.1. Let p(O :=(a- {3) A (E- 0 for a- 1 :::; ~<E. Then 

BeE Cii(el([O, T'], H(IEe, IEHe)) . 

Proof: We know from Lemma 8.2 and [15, Theorem 7.1] that 

u E C([O, T'], V) n ca-/3 ([0, T'], l'(,B)) . 

Moreover (8.1) and the proof of (8.9) show that 

u E C"-E([O,T'],IEl+{). 

Hence we deduce from (10.3) and Lemma 8.1 that 

whereas (10.2) and (10.4) imply 

(10.2) 

(10.3) 

(10.4) 

(10.5) 
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Since IE 1H c.._. IEp for a- 1 ~ ~ ~ e, it follows that 

Finally we deduce from (8.1), (10.5), (10.6), and a well known perturbation the
orem for generators of analytic semigroups (e.g. [32, Theorem 3.2.1]) that B(t) E 
1i(IE~,IEH~) for 0 ~ t ~ T', which proves the assertion. 1 

Consider now the linear Cauchy problem 

iJ + IB~(t)v = 81F(t, u(t))- 81Ae(t, u(t))u(t) , 0 < t ~ T' , 

v(O) = -Ae(O, uo)uo + F(O, uo) . 

It follows from (10.2) and (10.3) that 

Since 
-Ae(O, uo)uo + F(O, uo) E lEe , 

(10. 7) 

(10.8) 

we deduce from Lemma 10.1 and [15, Theorem 5.3] that (10.7) has a unique solution 

for a - 1 ~ ~ < e. 
Let h E (0, T') be given and put 

wh(t) := u(t +h)- u(t) - v(t)h , 0 ~ t ~ T'- h . 

Then it is not difficult to see that wh is a solution of the Cauchy problem 

w + A~(t, u(t))w = C~(t, h)w + fe(t, h)h , 0 < t ~ T'- h , 

w(O) = g(h)h , 

where, setting t(r, h):= (t + rh, u(t) + r(u(t +h)- u(t))), 

1 

C~(t, h):= J {82F(t(r, h))- 82A~(t(r, h))[u(t +h), ·]}dr, 

0 

1 

(10.10) 

J~(t, h):= J {81F(t(r, h))- 81F(t, u(t)) + [82F(t(r, h))- 82F(t, u(t))]v(t)}dr 

0 

1 

- j [81 A~(t(r, h))u(t +h)- 81A~(t, u(t))u(t)]dr 

0 

1 

- j {82A~(t(r, h))[u(t +h), v(t)]- 82A~(t,u(t))[u(t), v(t)]}dr, 

0 
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{ 
h- 1 ( u(h) - uo) + Ae (0, uo)uo - F(O, uo) , 

g(h) := 
0 

respectively. Observe that (10.2) - (10.4) imply 

Ce E CP{O ( [0, T"] x [0, T' - T"], .C(IE,e, lEe)) 

for 0 < T" < T'. By using also (10.9) it follows similarly that 

[h f--+ fe(·, h)] E C([O, T'- T"], Bct+e-o:)(/3-eJCr"(IEe)) . 

Finally, 
g E C([O, T'], lEo:) , 

due to the fact that u0 E IEl+o:· Observe also that 

Je(·,O) = 0. 

We fix now T" E (0, T') arbitrarily and put 

Ce(t, h):= Ae(t, u(t))- Ce(t, h) 

for 0::; t::; T", 0::; h::; T'- T", and a- 1 ::; ~<E. 

Lemma 10.2. Given~ E [a -1,r::), 

h > 0' 

h = 0' 

[h f--+ Ce(-, h)] E C([O, T'- T"], cJ3Cel([O, T"], 7-i(IEe, IEt+e))) . 

(10.11) 

(10.12) 

(10.13) 

(10.14) 

Proof: This follows from (10.5), (10.11), and the perturbation theorem for gener
ators of analytic semigroups, used already in the proof of Lemma 10.1. I 

Fix ( E (0, E), put {) := (1 + (- E )((3- () and observe that E + {) < 1 + (. Hence 
it follows from (10.12), (10.13), Lemma 10.2, and [15, Theorem 5.3] that the linear 
Cauchy problem 

w + Co(t, h)w = fdt, h)h, w(O) = g(h)h, 0 < t < T" , (10.15) 

possesses a unique solution 

for each hE [0, T'- T"]. It is an easy consequence of Lemma 10.2 and [15, Propo
sition 4.2] that {Co(·, h); 0::; h::; T'- T"} is regularly bounded in CP(0l([O,T"], 
1i(IE0 , IE 1 )). Hence we deduce from [15, Theorem 5.3] and from (10.12) - (10.14) 
that 

w(·, h)h- 1 -+ 0 in BCr,(IEo:) 

as h -+ 0. Since wh is also a solution of (10.15), thanks to (10.9) and (10.10), it 
follows that w(·, h) = Wh· Hence the right derivative of u on (0, T") with respect 
to the topology of IE 6 equals v. Since v E C([O, T"], IE"), it follows that v is in fact 
the derivative of u on [0, T"] with respect to the topology of IE6 , and (10.9) implies 

u E C 1((0, T"], IEt+e) , 0 :S ~ < E . 

In summary, we have essentially proven the following 
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Theorem 10.3. Let >. E A be fixed and omit any reference to it. Suppose that 

(a, F) E C2-([0,Tj x Vr,Si(f!) x H:~). 

Then, given any (r, u0 ) E [0, T) x V and u with s ~ 2u < 1 + p, 

u := u(·,r,u0 ) E C1(j,H;':B), 
where J := J(r,uo). Given r' E j, let J' := (r',oo) n J. Then uij' is the unique 
solution of the linearized Cauchy problem in H 2a8- 2 

p, 

V + Aa-1(t)v =- 81Au-1(t)u(t)- 82Au-1(t)[u(t), v] 

+ 81F(t) + 82F(t)v , t E j' , 

v(r') =- Aa-1(r')u(r') + F(r') , 

where (Aa-1• F)(t) := (Aa-b F)(t, u(t)) etc. 

(10.16) 

Proof: Since u(r') E El+c: for r' E j, the assertion is an obvious consequence of 
the preceeding considerations. I 

We assume now that 

A is a nonempty open subset of some Banach space A. 

We put 
0 

D (r) := {(t,u0 ,>.) E D(r); t > r} , r E (O,T). 

Then we can prove the following differentiability theorem. 

Theorem 10.4. Suppose that 

(a, F) E C2- ([0, T] x V,. x A, s:(f!) x H:~) . 

Then 
0 

u(·, r, ·, ·) E C1 (D (r), V) , r E [0, T) . 

(10.17) 

Moreover, given (r, u0 , >., h, k) E [0, T) x V x Ax H;,B xA, the functions 83u(·, r, u0 , 

>.)hand 84 u(·, r, u0 , >.)k are the unique solutions on J := J(r, u0 , >.)of the linearized 
Cauchy problems in H;':B , s ~ 2u < 1 + p: 

and 

iJ + Au-1(t)v = -82Au-1(t)[u(t), v] + 82F(t)v, v(r) = h, t E j, 

w + Aa-1(t)w = -83Aa-1(t)[u(t), k]- 82A(t)[u(t), w] 

+ a3F(t)k + 82F(t)w, t E j , 

w(r) = k, 

respectively, where (Au-1, F)(t) := (Aa-1, F)(t, u(t), >.) etc. 

Proof: It follows from (10.17) and Theorem 6.3 that 

(Ae,F) E C 2-([0,T] x Vca) x A,.C(IEHe,IEe) x Ee) 

for a- 1 ~ { ~ c. Hence the assertion is a consequence of Theorem 10.3 and [15, 
Theorem 11.1 and Corollary 11.2]. I 

For simplicity we have imposed, in (10.17), more regularity restrictions than really 
needed. We leave it to the reader to weaken that hypothesis. 
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Theorem 10.5. Suppose that K = IR and 

for some kEN* U { oo }. Then 

k 0 

u(·,T, ·, ·) E C (V (T), V) , T E [O,T), 

and the various derivatives of u are solutions of the linearized Cauchy problems in 
H~~- 2 , 1 ~ 2a < 1 + p, which are obtained by differentiating 

u + Au-l(t, u(t), -X)u = F(t, u(t), -X) , t E j, u(T) = uo 

appropriately repeatedly with respect tot, u, and -X, respectively. 

Proof: Our assumption and Theorem 6.3 imply that 

for a - 1 ~ ~ ~ E. Hence the assertion concerning the dependence with respect to 
(u0 , -X) E V x A follows from [15, Theorem 11.3]. 

We fix now -X E A and suppress it from the notation. By replacing T by T 1 E j, 
shifting T then to zero, and by making T smaller, if necessary, we can assume that 

Hence, denoting the right hand side of the differential equation m (10.16) by 
G(t, v) := Go(t) + G1(t)v, it follows that 

Go+ G1it E C([O, T], IE~) , a- 1 ~ ~ < E . 

Moreover, 
G1 E Cii(O ([0, T], .C(IEf3, lEe)) , a- 1 ~ ~ < E , 

thanks to (10.6). This implies, similarly as in the proof of Theorem 10.3, that the 
linear Cauchy problem 

w + Adt, u(t))w =- 81Adt, u(t))u(t)- 82A((t, u(t))[u(t), u(t)] 

+ Go(t) + G1(t)u(t) + G1(t)w , 0 < t::::; T, 

w(O) =- A((O, u 0 )u(O) + G(O, u(O)) 

has a unique solution. From this we deduce, similarly as above, that w = v, which 
shows that v = u E C(j, IEI+o:)· Hence u E C 2 (j, H'f,)3) for 1 ::::; 2a < 1 + p. 

By induction we obtain that u E Ck(j, Hi,,'B) for 1 ::::; 2a < 1 + p. Since, thanks 
to [15, Corollary 11.2], the differentiability with respect to ( u0 , -X) is uniform with 
respect to t in compact subintervals of j, the assertion follows. Details are left to 
the reader. I 
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Remark 10.6. (Standard Situation): Let the hypotheses of Proposition 7.1 be 
satisfied and assume, in addition, that 

oo- N 
a1k,a1,ao E C (0 x [O,T] x G x A,.C(IR )) , 

bo E C00 (8n X [O,T] X G X A,.C(IRN)) 

and 
f E coo(n X [O,T] X G X A,IRN). 

Moreover, denote by 6"(·) the substitution map of Proposition 7.1, by F the substi
tution map induced by j, and let s = 1. Then 

(0", F) E C00 ([0, T] x Vr x A, s:(O) x H~~:n . 
In the more general case that f depends also nonlinearly on 8u one obtains a sim

ilar result provided the derivatives of f satisfy appropriate growth restrictions. We 
leave it to the reader to prove these facts and to formulate conditions guaranteeing 
Ck-differentiability. 

11. Nonhomogeneous boundary conditions. We close this paper by indi
cating how quasilinear reaction-diffusion systems with nonhomogeneous boundary 
conditions can be reduced to the situations studied above. For this we consider 
problems of the form 

8tU + A(t, u, A)u = F(t, u, A) inn X (0, T] ' 

l3(t, u, A)u = G(t, u, A) on 80 x (0, T] , 

u(·, 0) = uo on n. 
(11.1) 

We assume that 'the boundary conditions depend only upon the trace of u', that 
is, 

l3(t,u,A) = l3(t,,u,A), (11.2) 

and 
G(t,u,A) = G(t,,u,A), (11.3) 

and that 
(1- 15)G(t, u, A) = (1- /5)g(t, A) . ( 11.4) 

We try to represent u in the form 

u = v + w , v E n;,B , ( 11.5) 

where v and w are appropriately chosen. Since the boundary condition in (11.1) 
and (11.4) imply the 'compatibility condition' 

(1 - 15)ru = (1- /5)g , 

it follows from (11.5) that 

/U = /)rv + /)rw + (1 - 15)g . (11.6) 
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Suppose that we can determine w = w(t, u, >.) so that 

B(t, u, >.)w = G(t, u, >..) , O"fW = 0 . (11.7) 

Then it follows from (11.2), (11.3), and (11.6) that 

w = w(t, b"(v + (1- 8)g(t, >..), >..) =: w(t, v, >..) . 

Put 

A(t, v, >..) := A(t, v + w(t, v, >..), >..) , B(t, v, >..) := B(t, b"fv + (1- o)g(t, >.), >..) , 

and 

F(t, v, >..) := F(t, v + w(t, v, >..), >..)- A(t, v, >..)w(t, v, >..)- Otw(t, v, >..) 

and consider the initial boundary value problem 

OtV + A(t, v, >.)v = F(t, v, >..) 

B(t, v, >..)v = 0 

v(·, 0) = vo 

inn X (0, T] ' 

on an X (O,T]' 

on n' 

( 11.8) 

where v0 := u0 - w(O, u0 , >..). Then we see that problem (11.1) is equivalent to 
problem (11.8), provided the latter is well defined in the sense considered in the 
previous sections. However if G satisfies appropriate regularity assumptions and if 

we can apply Theorem B.3 of the Appendix to represent w in the form 

w = R(t, v, >..)G(t, O"fV + (1- b)g(t, >..), >..) , 

where R depends appropriately smoothly upon its arguments. 
These considerations show that we can reduce problem (11.1) to a problem of the 

form (11.8), which has been thoroughly studied above, provided conditions (11.2) 
- (11.4) are satisfied and G has appropriate smoothness properties. Details can be 
left to the reader. 

Appendix. 

A. Estimates for evolution operators. It is the purpose of this section to extend the 
estimates of [13] for parabolic fundamental solutions in interpolation and extrapolation spaces 
from bounded intervals [0, T] to all of R+. For this we use the notations of [13]. 

We impose assumption (AA): 
d 

Xo and X1 are Banach spaces with X1 c_, Xo. 

Each A(t), t E R+, is a closed linear operator in Xo with D(A(t)) = X1. 

There exist constants p E (0, 1),!9 E (0,7r/2),L,M, and N so that p(-A(t)) :::> ~19, 

liP·+ A(t))- 1 llccx0 ) ~ M/(1 + I.A.I) , .\ E ~19 , 

IIA(t)llccx,,xo) + IIA- 1 (t)llccxo,Xll ~ N, 

and 
IIA(s)- A(t)llccx, ,Xo) ~Lis- W 

for s,t E R+. 
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In addition we impose also assumption (AX"Y): 

X"Y is a Banach space with X1 ~X"Y ~Xo. 
There exist constants K and 0 < -r- :=; "'+ < p so that 

(1 + 1-XI)II(.X + A(t))- 1II.C(x.,) + I-XI 1-"Y+ 11(-X + A(t))-1llccx0 ,x.,) 

+ I.XI"Y-11(-X + A(t))- 1llccx.,,x,J :S: K 

for .X E E11 and t E R+. 
A"Y(t), the X.,-realization of A(t), is densely defined fortE R+. 
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We denote by U the parabolic fundamental solution for {A(t); t E R+} (that is, U restricts 
to the parabolic fundamental solution for {A(t); 0 :=; t :=; T} for every T > 0), and u., is the 
X'1'-realization of U. Moreover, 

M := {K,L,M,N,-y+,"f-,p,rJ}. 

THEOREM A.l. U., is the parabolic fundamental solution for {A"Y(t); t E R+}. It possesses 
X1 as regularity subspace and satisfies 

There exist a positive constant w(M) and, for each e: > 0, a positive constant c(e:, M) so that 

IIU(t,s)llccx") + 11A"YU"YA~ 1 (t,s)llccx.,) 

+ (t- s)IIU(t, s)llccx0 ,xi) + (t- s)IIA!3U!3(t, s)llccx13 ) 

+ (t- s)"'Y+ IIU(t,s)llccx0 ,x.,) + (t- s)l--y_IIU(t,s)llccx.,,x1 ) 

:=; c(e:, M)e(w(M)+<)(t-s) 

(A.1) 

for 0 :=; s < t < oo, a E {0, -y, 1}, and (3 E {0, -y }. The constants w(M) and c(e:, M) depend on 
the indicated quantities, but neither on the individual operatos A(t) nor on s, t E R+. Moreover 
w(M) is a continuous function of L which goes to zero as L does. 

Proof: If we fix any T > 0 and restrict (t, s) to Tt!>,, the assertion is precisely the one of [13, 
Theorem 2.2], except that we have now a more precise (t,s)-dependent estimate for the constant 
occuring on the right hand side of (A.1). Hence a proof of the theorem will be a modification of 
the proof of [13, Theorem 2.2], which consists essentially in keeping track of the T-dependence of 
the various constants occuring in the latter proof. For this reason we will indicate only the most 
important changes, which have to be made, and leave the routine checking of the remaining steps 
to the reader. 

Let X andY be Banach spaces, letT> 0 be fixed, and let u E R. Given f E C(Tt!>.,L:.(X, Y)), 
put 

l[uj(t, s) := e-u(t-s) l(t, s). 

Then 
(/ * Y)[u] = l[u] * Y[u] 

whenever I* g is well defined. 
Suppose that IE K(X, 1- a) for some a > 0. Then it follows from [10, (1.11)] that 

and that 

(X) 

g := L I* ... * IE K(X, 1- a) 
.~ 
J=l j 

(A.2) 
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where 
00 

m1-aW := L ?(;~) , ~ > 0 · 
j=l 

By means of Stirling's estimate for the gamma function one can show (cf. [45, p. 6]) that 

where, here and in the following, c, c(a), etc. are constants which are independent ofT. Conse
quently, 

llg(t, 8)1i.c(X) 'S c(a)(t- 8)a-lllflb-a)e2(r(a)IIJI1(1-<>)l 11"(t-s) , 0 'S 8 < t 'S T . (A.3) 

We return now to the proof of [13, Theorem 2.2]. Our assumptions imply that 

iikiiK(X.,,X0 ,1-a-p) + iikiiK(X.,,Xo,l-f'_-p) 'S c(Mo)L , a E {0, 1}, (A.4) 

where Mo := M\{L}. Since 

00 

w=k+bw=L~' 
j=l 

we deduce from (A.3) and (A.4) that 

llw(t, 8)1i.c(Xo) 'S c(M)(t- 8)P- 1e"'<t-s) , 0 'S 8 < t < oo , 

where 
u := u(M) = 2(f(p)c(Mo)L) 11P > 0. (A.5) 

Hence 
(A.6) 

Observe that (A.2) implies 

U[<7] = U[<7] + U[<7] * W[<7] . (A.7) 

From our assumptions we deduce also that the norm of a["'] in 

for a E {0,")', 1} is bounded by c(M). Using these facts and (A.6) we obtain from (A.7) and (A.2) 
that 

IIU["'J ( t, 8 )ll.ccx, l + (t - s )!'+ IIU["'J (t, s) ll.ccxo ,x., l + (t - s ) 1 -~'-IIU["'J (t, s) ll.ccx., ,x1 l 

.,:; c(M)(1 + (t- 8)P) 

for 0 .,:; 8 < t < oo and a E {0, "Y }. 
Next we observe that 

and that 
iha[<7] = -(u + A)a[<7] = -ua[<7] - Aa e-<7(t-s) . 

(A.8) 

Using these facts and going through Step (ii) of the proof of [13, Theorem 2.2], it is not difficult 
to see that 

(t- s){IIAU["'J(t, 8)11.ccx,) + IIU["'J(t, s)il.ccx0 ,xJ)} 'S c(M)p(t- 8) (A.9) 

for 0 'S 8 < t < oo and a E {0, ")' }, where, here and in the following, p denotes a suitable polynomial 
with positive coefficients. 
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In Step (iii) we replace b and h by b[a) and h[u), respectively. Then the norms of Ah[u) in 
K(X1,X-y,1 +7+ -p) and of Ah[u)A- 1 in K(Xo,X,,1 +7+- p) can be estimated by c(M). 
Moreover, 

11Ab[a)A-1(t,s)llc(x-y) ~ c(M)p(t- s) , 0 ~ s < t < oo. 

Hence, given any E: > 0, 
(A.lO) 

Observe that 

where 
00 

r:= L ~ 'd:=Ah[u+e/2JA-1' 
j=1 j 

and that the norm of din K(X-y, 1 + 7+ - p) is bounded by c(M). Hence it follows from (A.3) 
that 

llr(t, s)llc(X-y) ~ c(M)(t- s)P-H-1e"1 (t-s) , 0 ~ s < t < oo, 

where 

Thanks to (A.2), 

and it follows from (A.10) that 

Using (A.ll), (A.13), and (A.14) we find that 

Recall that U[a) = b[a) + h[u) * U[a) implies 

where 
00 

er"1 == L hruJ •...• hr"J . 
j=1 _______.. 

J 

(A.ll) 

(A.12) 

(A.l3) 

(A.14) 

(A.15) 

(A.16) 

Since the norms ofb[a) in K(X1,0) and ofh[u) in K(X1, 1-p), respectively, are bounded by c(M), 
we deduce from (A.3) that 

where 
u2 := u2(M) := c(Mo)L11P > 0. (A.17) 

Using these facts it follows from (A.16) that 

(A.18) 

Finally, letting w := w(M) := u + u1 + u2, the assertion is an easy consequence of (A.S), (A.9), 
(A.16), and (A.18), as well as of (A.5), (A.12), and (A.17). I 
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LEMMA A.2. Let assumption (AA) be satisfied, fix any 1 E (0, p), and put X 1 := [Xo, X1],. 
Then assumption (AX1 ) is satisfied with I+ := 1- := 1 and K := K(M, N, 1). 

Proof: This is an easy consequence of the properties of the complex interpolation functor (cf. [9, 
Appendix]). I 

After these preparations we can prove the main result of this section. 

THEOREM A.3. Let Assumption (AA) be satisfied, suppose that 0 < a < 1 < 1 and that 
a< p, and let X~:= [Xo,Xl]~ for~ E {a,/}· Moreover put P := {L,M,N,a,/,p,{}}. Then 
there exist a positive constant w(P) and, given any E: > 0, a constant c(c, P) so that 

for ry E { 1, 1} and 0 ::; 8 < t < oo. Moreover, w(P) is continuous in L and tends to zero as L does. 

Proof: From Theorem A.1 and Lemma A.2 we obtain easily the estimate 

(t- 8)7J-"IIU(t,8)11.ccx,,xry)::; c(c,P)e(w(P)+c)(t-s) , 0::; 8 < t < oo, 

by interpolation. The fact that (t- 8 ) 1+<>--y IIAU(t, 8)11ccx, ,X,) has an estimate of the same form 
follows by using Lemma A.2 and modifying the proof of [13, Lemma 8.1] along the lines of the 
proof of Theorem A.l. This proves the assertion. I 

B. Extension of boundary values. Let E be a Banach space and suppose that -A E H.(E) 
with type A < 0. Given m E N, we define Banach spaces 

Em := Em(A) := (D(A m), IIA m · II) 

and 
m 

W;'(E):=nWJ((O,oo),Em-j), 1:Sq:Soo, 

j=O 

where WJ((O,oo),Ee) are the usual Sobolev spaces of Ee-valued distributions on (O,oo). 
We denote by(-, ·)o,q, 0 < B < 1, 1::; q::; oo, the standard real interpolation spaces. 
We fix p E (1, oo) and put 

Em+11 :=(Em, Em+d>J,p , {} := 1- 1/p, mEN . 

It follows that 
Ak E .C(Es+k• Es) , kEN , 8 EN U ({} + N) , 

and that there exists a constant w > 0 so that 

(cf. [9, Theorem 10]). 

PROPOSITION B.l. Suppose that 

Given k E N, define 
Rk E .C(E, BC(R+, E)) 

by 

Then 
00 

Rk E n .C(EmH• W;'+ 1+k(E)) . 

m=O 

(B.1) 

(B.2) 

(B.3) 

(B.4) 

(B.5) 

(B.6) 
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Moreover 
00 

Rk E n .C(Em+d,BCk(R+,Em)) (B.7) 
m=O 

and 
[Ji Rkg(O) = 8~g , 0 :S j :S k , g E E11 . (B.S) 

Proof: Put 'Pk(t) := (1/k!)tk and observe that [Jlcpk = 'Pk-l for 0 :S l :S k, whereas [Jlcpk = 0 for 
l > k. Hence 

kAj 

[Ji Rkg(t) = L u) 'Pk-t(t)Ai-letAg , j EN . (B.9) 
l=O 

Thus, given m E N, 

kAj 

''aiR (t)ll < '""' 11tk-lAk-l+1etAAmgll . k9 Em+l+k-i _ Cj,k L._. 
l=O 

Hence, putting n(k, l) := k- l + 1, 

oo kAj oo 

(j llaiRkg(t)ll~m+I+k-idt) :S Cj,k L (j lltn(k,l)-detAAmgiiP~) 1/p 

0 l=O 0 

(B.lO) 

By a well known characterization of real interpolation spaces by analytic semigroups (e.g. [43, 
Theorem 1.14.5]), and by (B.3) and (B.1), we deduce from (B.10) that 

/

oo 1/p kAj 

( llaiRkg(t)ll~m+l+k-idt) :S Cj,k L IIAmgli(E,En(k.l))Djn(k,l) 
o i=O 

:S cj,kiiAmgiiE" :S cjkiiBIIEmH 

This implies (B.6). 
If j < k it follows from (B.9), (B.1), and (B.2) that 

j 

118j Rkg(t)IIEm :S Cj,m L tk-llletAAmgiiEj-l :S c),mtk-je-wtiiBIIEm 

i=O 

This shows that 
[g....., ai Rkg] E .C(Em, BC(R+, Em)) 

and that {)i Rkg(O) = 0 for 0 :S j < k. 
If j = k we deduce from (B.9), (B.l), and (B.2) that 

Hence 

k-1 
118k Rkg(t)- e-tABIIEm :S Ck,m L tk-llletAAmgllk-l 

l=O 

[g....., 8kRkg] E .C(EmH,BC(R+,Em)) 

and ak Rkg(O) =g. This proves (B.7) and (B.8). I 
We put Hn := Rn- 1 x (0, oo), where R0 := {0}, and denote the generic point of Hn by 

x = (x', t). As usual, -y denotes the trace operator, and our spaces of distributions are always 
spaces of KN -valued distributions. Finally, BUG denotes the space of bounded and uniformly 
continuous functions. 
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THEOREM B.2. Given k E N, there exists 

(B.ll) 

so that 
(B.12) 

and 
(B.13) 

and so that 

(B.14) 

Proof: Of course we can assume that N == 1. If n == 1, all spaces over 8H == {0} equal K. 
Then the map defined by Rkg(t) :== (1/k!)tke- 1g,t :::0:0, has the desired properties. Hence we can 
assume that n > 2. 

To simplify the notation we put F :== F(Rn- 1) if F(Rn- 1) is a space of distributions on Rn- 1. 
Let p E (1, oo) be fixed and denote by A the Lp-realization of -(1 + vf="K) E .C(V'). Then it 

is known that -A E ?t(Lp), that e1A == e-t P(t), where {P(t); t :::0: 0} is the Poisson semigroup on 
Rn- 1 , and that Em(A) = H;J' (e.g. [43, Section 2.5.3]). 

We define Rk by (B.5). Observe that 

and that Rk is independent of p E (1, oo). 
Recall that 

( Hso H"') ..:.. B(1-0)so+Os, E R -1. O < (} < 1 p , p O,p - p,p , so, s1 , so r- s1 , . 

Moreover it is clear that 
W;'(Lp) :: W;'(Hn) :: H;'(Hn) . 

Using these facts, (B.12) is for sEN* an easy consequence of Proposition B.l. Since 

[Bso B"' ] ..:.. B(1-0)so+Os, 
p,p, p,p 8 - p,p ' 

and 
[H;o (Hn), H;(Hn)]o :: H~1-8)so+Os, (Hn) 

for so, s1 E R+, so f. s1, 0 < (} < 1, we obtain now (B.12) for s E [1,oo)\N by complex 
interpolation. 

Recall that Rkg(t) == 'Pk(t)e-t P(t)g and that the Poisson semigroup is a strongly continuous 
contraction semigroup on BUG of convolutions with kernel p(x) == ctlxl-n, where cis chosen so 
that lip(·, 1)111 == 1. 

Suppose that g E BUGm+p. c__.BUG for some m E N and J.L E (0, 1). Then Rkg E BUG 
and (x,..... Rkg) E G00 (Hn) since P(·)g is harmonic in Hn. Thus, if we can show that there is a 
constant c so that 

(B.15) 

where ll·llc• is the norm in BUG•, it follows that Rk E .C(BUGm+P.,BUGm+k+P.(Hn)) (e.g. [4, 
Part I, Appendix 4]). 

Observe that p(x) == cn+ 1p(x' /t, 1) implies liP(·, t)lh == lip(-, 1)111 == 1. Moreover, since the 
positive homogeneity of p gives 

it follows that 
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Hence 
ll8"'p(·,t)lh :S: carl<>l , a E Nn, t > 0. (B.16) 

Suppose that a= (3 + 1 E Nn. Then it follows from (B.16) and Young's inequality that 

118"' P(t)911oo = 118"'(p(·, t/2) * p(·, t/2) * g]lloo 

::; ca,/3118!3p(·, t/2) * 8"~ P(t/2)911 00 ::; c~, 13 t-li31118"~ P(t/2)911 00 . 

(B.17) 

Moreover, it is known that 

(B.18) 

and 
(B.19) 

(e.g. [41, §V.4]). 
Suppose now that a E Nn satisfies lal = m + k + 1 and write a = (3 + 1 + jen, where 111 ::; m 

and f3n = In = 0. Then it follows from Leibniz' rule that t 1-IJ.8"' Rk(t)g is a linear combination 
with constant coefficients of terms of the form 

Thus, thanks to the exponential factor, it suffices to find estimates of the form 

(B.20) 

in order to verify (B.15). 
Suppose first that j ::; k. Then 1(31 +hi = m + k- j + 1 ~ m + 1. Hence we can assume that 

111 = m and 1!31 ~ 1. Thus it follows from (B.17) and (B.18) that -choosing~::; (3 with 1~1 = 1-

t 1 -~J.+k-tll8f-t813 P(t)8"~ Ylloo ::; ct 1 -~J.+k-i-li3l+lll8~ P(t/2)8"~ Ylloo 

:S: c'll8"~ Yllc" :S: c"IIYIIcm+" , 

since j + 1!31 = k + 1. If j ~ k + 1 we can put (3 = 0 so that 111 = m + k + 1 - j and 
8"~g E BUcm-1"11+~-< = BUCi-k-l+~J.. Thus, if e ::; k then j- e > m- hi and we deduce 
from (B.19) that 

Finally, if e > k we obtain from Bucm-I'YI+~J. c_.BUCi-l-l+~J. and (B.19) that 

Hence (B.20) has been verified in all possible cases. Thus (B.15) is true, so that (B.13) has been 
proven. 

Assertion (B.14) is now an easy consequence of (B.S), the definition of the trace operator, and 
the strong continuity of the Poisson semigroup on BUG. I 

Extension operators for boundary values satisfying conditions (B.14) can also be constructed 
by using the methods of J.-L. Lions [27] (cf. also [5, Lemma 5.1]). However this approach has the 
disadvantage that the corresponding operators depend on the order of the Bessel potential spaces. 
Another method, which works in the Holder space setting, has recently been proposed in [29]. Of 
course there are many more extension theorems for boundary values (e.g. [26,43]). Our approach 
has, however, the advantage that it gives- for a fixed k E N- a single extension operator which 
works simultaneously in the class of Holder and Bessel potential spaces and is independent of the 
order of these spaces. 
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We assume now again that n is a bounded domain in Rn of class C 00 and use the notations of 
Section 2. We put 

Moreover, givens E [1,oo) and p E (1,oo), 

and, given t E R+, 
'B1(an) := 'B(an) n C1(an,.C(KN))n+ 1 , 

where 'B(an) n X is always given the topology of the Banach space X. Observe that 'B~(an) 

is open in B~-l/1\an,.C(KN))n+l and that 'B1 (af2) is open in Ct(aO,.C(Kn))n+l for s E [l,oo) 
p,p 

and p E ( 1, oo), and for t E R+, respectively. 
Given (3 := (bo, b1, ... , bn) E 'B(an), we define a boundary operator B((3) by 

B((3) := 8(bjlaj + bo!) + (1- 8)! . 

Moreover we put 

and 
N 

act:= IT IT ct-orcncan, K) , t:::: 1 . 

rErr=l 

Then we can prove the main result of this section. 

THEOREM B.3. There exists a map R with the following properties: 

(i) R E C00 ('B~- 1 (an),.C(aB;,H;)) , s E [2,oo), p E (1,oo); 

(ii) R E C00 ('B1- 1 (an),.C(aC1,C1)) , t E (1,oo)\N; 

(iii) B((3)1?..((3)g = g , 1R((3)g = (1- 8)g for (3 E IE~( an) and g E aB~. 

Proof: By means of local coordinates we deduce from Theorem B.2 the existence of linear oper
ators Rko k = 0, 1, so that 

(B.21) 

and 
(B.22) 

and so that 
(B.23) 

Putting 

it follows that 
(B.24) 

that 
(B.25) 

and that 
1 s = 1 , a.,s = o . (B.26) 

Given (3 E 'B(an), define a tangential differential operator on an by 

(B.27) 
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and observe that 
!3({3) = 8{(bjvi)8, + T({3) + bor} + (1- o)r. (B.28) 

Moreover, let 
(B.29) 

Observe that 
(B.30) 

for 8 E [1, oo) and 1 < p < oo, whereas 

(B.31) 

if t E R+. 
Suppose first that p > n. Then fJ = p and B;,p(80, K) is a topological algebra with respect 

to pointwise multiplication provided~> (n -1)/p, as follows from the fact that B;,p(Rn- 1 ,K) 
has this property for ~ > (n- 1)/p (e.g. [33, Theorem 7.11] or [39, Corollary III.2.1]). Using 
this fact, assertion (i) follows in this case easily from (B.21), (B.24), (B.27), (B.29), (B.30) and 
the continuity of the trace operator. If p :::; n < jJ the same considerations prove assertion (i) for 
8 > 1 + nfp. If 8:::; 1 + n/p it follows from [33, Theorem 7.10], for example (cf. also [30, Theorem 

3.3.1.1] that B~-. 1 - 1 /:P(on, &<) imbeds in the space of pointwise multipliers for Bp8 -p1 - 11P(80, K). p,p , 
Now assertion (i) follows in this case by similar arguments as above. 

Assertion (ii) is a consequence of (B.22), (B.25), (B.27), (B.29), (B.31), and the fact that 
ct(an, K) is a topological algebra with respect to pointwise multiplication for each t E JR+. 

Finally, given g E 8B~, put v := R(f3)g and w := v- 8(1- o)g. Then it follows from (B.23), 
(B.26), and (B.29) that 

(bjvi)ovv = o[g- (T({3) + bor)(v- w)J . 

Hence, thanks to (B.28), 

l3({3)v = o[g + (T(f3) + bor)w] + (1- o)rv . (B.32) 

Observe that 
1 v = (1- o)9 (B.33) 

by (B.23), (B.26), and (B.29). Hence 1w = rv-,S(1-8)g = 0 by (B.26). Thus (T(f3)+bor)w = 0, 
due to the fact that T(f3) is a tangential differential operator. Now assertion (iii) follows from 
(B.32) and (B.33). I 

It should be noted that the dependence of R(f3) on bo involves only 8bo(1- 8). 
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